CHAPTER 93

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, TRADE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

93.01 Definitions. The following terms, wherever used in chs. 93 to 100 or in any order, regulation or standard made thereunder, have the meaning here indicated, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1b) “Agriculture” includes aquaculture.

(1d) “Aquaculture” means the controlled cultivation of aquatic plants and animals.

(1m) “Business” includes any business, except that of banks, savings banks, credit unions, savings and loan associations, and insurance companies. “Business” includes public utilities and telecommunications carriers to the extent that their activities, beyond registration, notice, and reporting activities, are not regulated by the public service commission and includes public utility and telecommunications carriers methods of competition or trade and advertising practices that are exempt from regulation by the public service commission under s. 196.195, 196.202, 196.203, 196.206, 196.219, 196.499, or 196.50 (2) (i) or by other action of the commission.

(2) “Cooperative association” includes cooperatives and foreign cooperatives as defined in ss. 185.01 and 193.005.

(3) “Department” means the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection.

(4) “Documents” includes books, papers, accounts, records and correspondence.

(5) “Farm products” includes all products of agriculture, horticulture, dairying, livestock, poultry and bee raising.

(6) “Food products” includes all articles and commodities used for food, drink, confectionary or condiment.

(7) “Grade” includes, in the case of food products or farm products, grade according to quality, quantity, type, variety, size, weight, dimensions or shape of the products, and, in the case of receptacles, grade according to quality, type, size, weight, content, dimensions, or shape of the receptacle.

(8) “Marketing”, as applied to food products or farm products, includes packing, storing, loading, offering or shipping to a point within the state, if any of these acts is for a commercial purpose, or selling.

93.02 Staff.

93.03 Offices of department, hearings, investigations.

The principal office of the department shall be in Madison, but, with the approval of the governor, other offices may be maintained elsewhere in the state as may be necessary for the efficient func-

93.04 Dairy promotion.

93.41 Stray voltage.

93.42 Center for international agribusiness marketing.

93.43 Veteran farmer assistance and outreach program; veteran farmer logotype.

93.44 Commodity promotion.

93.45 Buy local, buy Wisconsin.

93.46 Agricultural diversification.

93.47 Bioenergy council.

93.48 Buy local grant program.

93.49 Farm to school programs.

93.50 Farm mediation and arbitration program.

93.51 Farmer assistance.

93.52 Dairy farmer exit–entry program.

93.53 Beginning farmer and farm asset owner tax credit eligibility.

93.54 Meat processing plant and food warehouse investment credit.

93.55 Chemical and container collection grants.

93.57 House¬hold hazardous waste.

93.59 Producer led watershed protection grants.

93.70 Conservation reserve enhancement program.

93.73 Purchase of agricultural conservation easements.

93.80 Arsenic in wood.

93.90 Livestock facility siting and expansion.
toning of the department. Hearings, investigations and meetings necessary to the carrying out of any of the duties of the department may be conducted anywhere within or without the state, as the department determines to be for the best interests of the state and the parties immediately concerned.

93.06 Department powers. The department may:

(a) Information relating to prices, profits and costs involved in the production or distribution of products and to the supply, demand, sales, purchases, deliveries, receipts, offers, acceptances, storage and commercial movement of products and to any other factors affecting the market value of products or market conditions.

(b) Information regarding the sources of supply of products necessary for the people of the state and the location of markets for Wisconsin products.

(c) Information relating to economy and efficiency in the distribution of products.

(d) Information relating to the selection of proper shipping routes, adoption of advisable shipping methods, avoidance of delays incident to transportation and to other distribution problems connected with transportation.

(e) Lists of persons engaged in the production or distribution of products.

(f) Information regarding products and situations that are the subject of laws under its supervision.

(1) INFORMATION. Obtain and furnish:

(1d) FEES. Charge a fee to a person requesting information published under sub. (1), but the fee may not exceed the department’s cost of publishing the requested information.

(1f) ANIMAL HEALTH INSPECTION AND TESTING. Perform animal health inspections and tests and examine animal health documentation at the state fair, the world dairy expo, the world beef expo, the midwest horse fair, and other livestock exhibitions held in this state and attended by participants from outside of this state, as specified by the department by rule. The department may charge a fee to the sponsor of the exhibition to cover the reasonable costs of the department’s inspection and testing services whether or not the sponsor requests the services. This subsection does not apply to county fairs or other local livestock exhibitions.

(1g) CERTIFICATES OF VETERINARY INSPECTION. Furnish, to veterinarians in this state, forms to be used by them in issuing certificates of veterinary inspection. The department may charge a $2 fee for each form unless the department specifies a different fee by rule.

(1h) ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES. Sell, at not more than its cost, animal identification tags to persons who are required or authorized to use those identification tags.

(1m) SERVICE INSPECTIONS OF FARM PRODUCTS. Upon request or for grading or certification purposes, inspect animals, plants, farm products, food products and agricultural commodities, as defined in s. 96.01 (3). Inspection may include examination, diagnosis, sample collection and analysis, weighing and testing and the supervision of any of those activities. Facilities, equipment, vehicles and vessels used in the production, processing, storage or distribution of the animals, plants, farm products, food products or agricultural commodities may be inspected. Inspection and certification may be performed in cooperation with any federal agency. To enable any such inspection and certification service, the department may charge uniform fees and may bring an action to recover the fees, including reasonable costs of collection.

(1n) ELECTRONIC PROCESSING. (a) Accept and process by electronic means applications and payments for licenses, permits, registrations and certificates that are issued by the department.

(b) Accept and process by electronic means requests and payments for goods and services that the department is authorized to provide.

(c) Promulgate rules specifying fees to cover the department’s electronic processing costs under pars. (a) and (b). The fees under this paragraph are in addition to any other fees required to be paid to the department.

(1p) SERVICE TESTING RELATED TO DEPARTMENT PROGRAMS. Provide inspection services, diagnostic services and analytical or testing services upon request if the requested service is related to an authorized department program and serves program objectives. The department may charge a fee to cover its cost to provide the requested services.

(1pm) TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS. The department may perform, or contract for the performance of, testing of petroleum products other than testing provided under ch. 168. The department may establish a schedule of fees for such petroleum product testing services. The department shall credit all revenues received from fees established under this subsection to the appropriation account under s. 20.115 (1) (gc). Revenues from fees established under this subsection may be used by the department to pay for testing costs, including laboratory supplies and equipment amortization, for such products.

(1q) AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES. Provide agricultural development services upon request and charge a fee for those services, but the fee may not exceed the department’s cost of providing those services.

(1qm) LOANS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT. Make loans, and charge interest and origination fees and take security for those loans required to receive federal funding for the development of rural business enterprises or for rural economic development.

(1r) TEST, TIME OR SEAL PASTEURIZERS. Upon request of a dairy plant operator or an applicant for a dairy plant license, test, time or seal pasteurizers. The department may charge a fee to cover its cost for the testing, timing or sealing service, regardless of whether the testing, timing or sealing is required by law.

(1s) STANDARD SAMPLES. Provide standard samples representing product or commodity grades and charge a fee for the samples, but the fee may not exceed the department’s cost of providing those services.

(1w) REVIEW OF DAIRY OR FOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND PLANS. Upon request, review dairy or food processing equipment before its installation at, or review plans for the construction of, a dairy plant, as defined in s. 97.20 (1) (a), a dairy farm, as defined in s. 97.22 (1) (a), a food warehouse, as defined in s. 97.27 (1) (b), a food processing plant, as defined in s. 97.29 (1) (b), a retail food establishment, as defined in s. 97.30 (1) (c), or an establishment, as defined in s. 97.42 (1) (d). The department may charge a fee to cover its cost for providing such review service, regardless of whether the review is required by law.

(1z) INTEREST ON OVERDUE SERVICE FEES. Establish an interest rate for, and charge interest on, an overdue payment for fees for any service rendered under sub. (1m), (1p), (1r) or (1w). The department may charge interest on an overdue payment beginning on the day after the payment due date that is stated on the fee invoice sent to a recipient of such service. The department shall state the interest rate charged for an overdue payment on the fee invoice, and may charge the recipient of the service not more than that rate on an overdue payment. An interest rate established under this subsection may not exceed the amount of the interest rate under s. 814.04 (4).

(2) STATEMENTS. Prepare a form of statement to be used at each regular payment date by every cheese factory, butter factory, condensary or milk receiving plant to any person from whom milk is purchased or received on a butterfat or cheese basis.

(3) FOOD OR FUEL SCARCITY. With the consent of the governor, after public hearing, issue general or special orders to avert, relieve or terminate a scarcity of food products or fuel in this state.

(4) LAW ENFORCEMENT. At the request of the attorney general or of any district attorney, assist in the enforcement of any of the following statutes relating to trade: ss. 133.03 to 133.07, 133.10, 133.16, 133.18, 133.20, 133.21, 133.25 to 133.29, 133.30, 133.32, 133.33, 133.34, 133.35, 133.36, 133.37, 133.38, 133.39, 133.40, 133.41, 133.42, 133.43, 133.44, 133.45, 133.46, 133.47, 133.48, 133.49, 133.50, 133.51, 133.52, 133.53, 133.54, 133.55, 133.56, 133.57, 133.58, 133.59, 133.60, 133.61, 133.62, 133.63, 133.64, 133.65, 133.66, 133.67, 133.68, 133.69, 133.70, 133.71, 133.72, 133.73, 133.74, 133.75, 133.76, 133.77, 133.78, 133.79, 133.80, 133.81, 133.82, 133.83, 133.84, 133.85, 133.86, 133.87, 133.88, 133.89, 133.90, 133.91, 133.92, 133.93, 133.94, 133.95, 133.96, 133.97, 133.98, 133.99, 133.100, 133.101, 133.102.
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3.12 to 133.15, 133.17, 134.01, 185.94, 193.105, 784.04 and 939.31.

5. PUBLIC MARKETS: COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS. (a) Give assistance in the organization, operation or reorganization of such public markets as are authorized by law, and of cooperative associations and unincorporated cooperative associations.

(b) By general order, prescribe uniform systems of accounting for public markets or cooperative associations and unincorporated cooperative associations, and may, by general or special order, require any such market or association to render report, in form indicated by the department, to show the nature and volume of business, resources, liabilities, profits, losses and any other facts bearing upon the financial condition of the market or association.

6. COOPERATIVES. (a) By general order, prescribe forms for all applications, notices and reports required to be made to the department or which are necessary to the discharge and control of the department.

(b) Enter into cooperative agreements with other governmental departments and agencies of this state and the United States which authorize employees of the department to enforce the laws and regulations administered by such agencies which are directly related to the laws and regulations of this state administered by the department. Every such agreement may provide for reimbursement to this state for the cost of such enforcement activity.

13. PLANT PROTECTION AGREEMENTS. Enter into cooperative agreements with corporations, associations, foundations and individuals to carry out plant protection activities under ch. 94.

14. COOPERATION AND COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENTS. Promote cooperation and formal collaborative agreements among any of the following with regard to enforcement of the laws and regulations administered by the department, planning, priority setting, information and data sharing, reporting, resource allocation, funding, service delivery, and jurisdiction:

(a) This state.

(b) Local health departments.

(c) Federally recognized American Indian tribes or bands located in this state.

(d) The federal Indian health service.


93.07 Department duties. It shall be the duty of the department:

1. REGULATIONS. To make and enforce such regulations, not inconsistent with law, as it may deem necessary for the exercise and discharge of all the powers and duties of the department, and to adopt such measures and make such regulations as are necessary and proper for the enforcement by the state of chs. 93 to 100, which regulations shall have the force of law.

2. FORMS. To prescribe forms for all applications, notices and reports required to be made to the department or which are necessary in its work.

3. PROMOTION OF AGRICULTURE. To promote the interests of agriculture, dairying, horticulture, manufacturing, commercial fishing and the domestic arts and to advertise Wisconsin and its dairy, food, and agricultural products by conducting campaigns of education throughout the United States and in foreign markets. Such campaigns shall include the distribution of educational and advertising material concerning Wisconsin and its plant, animal, food, and dairy products. The department shall coordinate efforts by the state to advertise and promote agricultural products of this state, with the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation where appropriate. The department shall submit its request and plan for market development program expenditures for each bennium with its biennial budget request. The plan shall include the identification and priority of expenditures for each market development program activity.

4. STATE AID TO LIVESTOCK BREEDERS ASSOCIATION. To receive and examine, prior to its transmission to the department of administration, the biennial request for state aid of the Wisconsin Livestock Breeders Association; to transmit and make recom-
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mandations upon this request to the department of administration and the governor; and to advise as to the manner of expending and accounting for state moneys appropriated to that organization.

(5) ADVISORY COMMITTEES. To give advice to the state superintendent of public instruction as to the courses in agricultural economics to be given in the University of Wisconsin System.

(6) EXHIBITS. Upon authorization by the governor, to make such public exhibits as will tend to inform the public of the work of the department, and to give such aid in farmers’ institutes, dairy and food and farmers’ conventions and the agricultural department of the state university as may be deemed advisable.

(7) INFORMATION. (a) To collect from the several counties information concerning the extent, condition and prices of farm crops; the number, conditions of health and value of farm animals; prevailing conditions of weather, and such other information as the department may deem of value to the agricultural interests of the state, and to publish monthly statements of such reports, for free distribution among the farmers and other interested persons of the state.

(b) To collect and publish, in the form best calculated to attract to the state desirable immigrants and capital, information relating to the advantages and opportunities offered by this state to the farmer, the merchant, the manufacturer, the home seeker, and the summer visitor. The publication shall be subject to s. 35.29 and shall be in form of circulars, folders, pamphlets, and may be translated and printed in foreign languages; to cause to be inserted in newspapers, magazines and farm papers appropriate notices, and to maintain permanent exhibits in populous centers, if the department shall determine that the best interests of the state will be advanced thereby.

(c) To furnish free, in its discretion, copies of the publications printed under its direction to advancement associations, and societies organized to promote immigration and the development and enrichment of the state, when application is made therefor; to furnish therefor. Such information as may be at their request to the department of administration that is allocated through an appropriation under ch. 20.

(d) To obtain from the heads of the several departments of the state government, the faculty of the state university and the several state institutions, and they are hereby directed to furnish to the department upon request, such information as may be at their command relating to the resources of this state.

(8) AGRICULTURAL SEEDS. To fix standards of germination for agricultural seeds.

(9) GROUNDWATER PROTECTION. To comply with the requirements of ch. 160 in the administration of any program, responsibility or activity assigned or delegated to it by law.

(10) ANIMAL HEALTH, QUARANTINE. To protect the health of animals located in this state and of humans residing in this state and to determine and employ the most efficient and practical means for the prevention, suppression, control, and eradication of communicable diseases among animals. For these purposes, the department may establish, maintain, enforce, and regulate such quarantine and such other measures relating to the importation, movement, and care of animals and their products, the disinfection of suspected localities and articles, and the disposition of animals, as the department determines are necessary. The definition of “communicable disease” in s. 990.01 (5g) does not apply to this subsection.

(10m) RULES FOR DOMESTIC ANIMALS. To promulgate rules specifying which animals are domestic animals for purposes of s. 169.01 (7). The rules shall specify that fur-bearing animals to which s. 29.627 applies are domestic animals.

(11) HUMANE ACTIVITIES. To cooperate with humane societies and assist duly appointed humane officers in the enforcement of the laws relating to humane education and the prevention of cruelty to animals.

(12) PLANT PESTS. To conduct surveys and inspections for the detection and control of pests injurious to plants, make, modify, and enforce reasonable rules needed to prevent the dissemination of pests, declare and manage emergencies relating to the detection and control of pests injurious to plants, provided that such declaration does not supersede the authority of the chief state forester under s. 23.114 or the department of natural resources under s. 26.30, and suggest methods of control.

(13) INSPECTION OF APARISIES. To inspect aparies, furnish information to owners and caretakers with respect to the eradication and prevention of diseases and pest infestations injurious to honeybees.

(14) POULTRY SLAUGHTERHOUSES. To prescribe regulations for the slaughtering of poultry for market.

(15) COOPERATION. To cooperate with and provide technical assistance to the several counties, towns, villages and cities in the expenditure of funds raised by the said counties, towns, villages and cities for the control of plant pests or animal diseases.

(16m) LABORATORY FEES, OUT-OF-STATE USERS. To charge each out-of-state person receiving a service from any department a service fee, the amount of which equals at least 100 percent of the amount of the department’s costs to provide the laboratory service, including administrative and facility costs.

(17) PROMOTION OF MARKETING. (a) To promote the efficient marketing of the dairy and farm products of Wisconsin, through cooperative marketing associations now in operation or which may be organized hereafter.

(b) To study the possibilities for increasing the markets for Wisconsin dairy and farm products, and through publications, advertising and other appropriate methods to market their products, for the purpose of developing similar centralized systems for the cooperative marketing of such Wisconsin farm products.

(c) To encourage the consumption of Wisconsin cheese by designing an official logotype to serve as a recognizable identification mark appropriate for affixation to and display in connection with cheese produced in this state as provided in s. 100.057.

(18) GOALS AND ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. (a) In this subsection, “economic development program” means a program or activity having the primary purpose of encouraging the establishment and growth of business in this state, including the creation and retention of jobs, and that satisfies all of the following:

1. The program receives funding from the state or federal government that is allocated through an appropriation under ch. 20.

2. The program provides financial assistance, tax benefits, or direct services to specific industries, businesses, local governments, or organizations.

(b) In consultation with the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation, to do all of the following for each economic development program administered by the department of agriculture, trade, and consumer protection:

1. Establish clear and measurable goals for the program that are tied to statutory policy objectives.

2. Establish at least one quantifiable benchmark for each program goal described in subd. 1.

3. Require that each recipient of a grant or loan under the program submit a report to the department. Each contract with a recipient of a grant or loan under the program shall specify the fre-
quency and format of the report to be submitted to the department and the performance measures to be included in the report.

4. Establish a method for evaluating the projected results of the program with actual outcomes as determined by evaluating the information described in subs. 1. and 2.

5. Annually and independently verify, from a sample of grants and loans, the accuracy of the information required to be reported under subd. 3.

6. Establish by rule a requirement that the recipient of a grant or loan under the program of at least $100,000 submit to the department a verified statement signed by both an independent certified public accountant licensed or certified under ch. 442 and the director or principal officer of the recipient to attest to the accuracy of the verified statement, and make available for inspection the documents supporting the verified statement. The department shall include the requirement established by rule under this subdivision in the contract entered into by a grant or loan recipient.

7. Establish by rule policies and procedures permitting the department to do all of the following if a recipient of a grant, loan or tax benefit under the program fails to provide to the satisfaction of the department an explanation for the noncompliance:
   a. Recoup payments made to the recipient.
   b. Withhold payments to be made to the recipient.
   c. Impose a forfeiture on the recipient.

(19) **PEST CONTROL COMPACT**. To cooperate with the insurance fund established by the pest control compact ratified and enacted and all other laws entrusted to its administration, and especially:
   a. To enforce the laws regarding the production, manufacture and sale, offering or exposing for sale or having in possession with intent to sell, of any dairy, food or drug product.
   b. To enforce the laws regarding the adulteration or misbranding of any articles of food, drink, condiment or drug.
   c. To inspect any milk, butter, cheese, lard, syrup, coffee, tea or other article of food, drink, condiment or drug made or offered for sale within this state which it may suspect or have reason to believe to be impure, unhealthful, misbranded, adulterated or counterfeit, or in any way unlawful.
   d. To prosecute or cause to be prosecuted any person engaged in the manufacture or sale, offering or exposing for sale or having in possession with intent to sell, of any adulterated dairy product or of any adulterated, misbranded, counterfeit, or otherwise unlawful article or articles of food, drink, condiment or drug.
   e. To enforce the laws for the sanitary care of campgrounds and camping resorts, recreational and educational camps, public swimming pools, hotels, tourist rooming houses, vending machine commissionaires, vending machines, and other persons or entities subject to regulation by the department.

(20) **ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE COORDINATION AND REPORTING.** (a) The department shall coordinate any economic development assistance with the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation.
   (b) Annually, no later than October 1, to submit to the joint legislative audit committee and to the appropriate standing committees of the legislature under s. 13.172 (3) a comprehensive report assessing economic development programs, as defined in sub. (18) (a), administered by the department. The report shall include all of the information required under s. 238.07 (2). The department shall collaborate with the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation to make readily accessible to the public on an Internet–based system the information required under this subsection.

(21) **STATISTICS.** To compile at least once in 2 years statistics relating to the dairy industry in this state, and for that purpose may forward to the owner or manager of any creamery, cheese factory, or condensary, or to any other person dealing in or manufacturing dairy products, forms calling for specific information relating to the dairy industry. In the case of cheese factories, the information called for shall include the number of pounds each of American, Swiss, limburger and brick cheese made in each factory. A person subject to this subsection shall, within 60 days from the receipt of the forms from the department, complete and return the forms to the department. All questions propounded and all information required by the forms shall be answered and furnished, so far as it is within the power of the person completing the form to answer the questions or furnish the information. The department may take other necessary steps to secure full and complete information and statistics relating to the dairy industry, and to promote the welfare of the dairy industry.

(22) **COUNTY FAIR COORDINATOR.** To designate an employee of the department to serve as county fair coordinator.

(24) **ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS.** To enforce chs. 88 and 93 to 100 and all other laws entrusted to its administration, and especially:
   a. To enforce the laws regarding the production, manufacture and sale, offering or exposing for sale or having in possession with intent to sell, of any dairy, food or drug product.
   b. To enforce the laws regarding the adulteration or misbranding of any articles of food, drink, condiment or drug.
   c. To inspect any milk, butter, cheese, lard, syrup, coffee, tea or other article of food, drink, condiment or drug made or offered for sale within this state which it may suspect or have reason to believe to be impure, unhealthful, misbranded, adulterated or counterfeit, or in any way unlawful.
   d. To prosecute or cause to be prosecuted any person engaged in the manufacture or sale, offering or exposing for sale or having in possession with intent to sell, of any adulterated dairy product or of any adulterated, misbranded, counterfeit, or otherwise unlawful article or articles of food, drink, condiment or drug.
   e. To enforce the laws for the sanitary care of campgrounds and camping resorts, recreational and educational camps, public swimming pools, hotels, tourist rooming houses, vending machine commissionaires, vending machines, and other persons or entities subject to regulation by the department.

(26) **ALTERNATIVE FUEL REFUELING FACILITIES.** To pursue the establishment and maintenance of sufficient alternative fuel refueling facilities at public retail outlets to meet the traveling needs of the public.


**Cross-reference:** See also ATCP, Wis. adm code.

93.09 **Policy of cooperative marketing adopted.** The history of the farm marketing problem in the state and nation, as well as throughout the world, points to a solution chiefly through cooperative marketing efforts of producers. It is, hence, declared to be the policy of this state, in advancing the general good and public welfare, to assist in the organization and development of cooperative associations for production and marketing purposes along lines of dairy and other farm products.

**History:** 1975 c. 394 s. 10; Stats. 1975 s. 93.075.

93.08 **Access for law enforcement.** In performing their duties or in enforcing the laws entrusted to their administration, the department and its authorized agents may do all of the following:

1. Enter, within reasonable hours, any field, orchard, garden, packing ground, building, freight or express office, warehouse, car, vessel, vehicle, room, cellar, storehouse, cold storage plant, packing house, stockyard, railroad yard or any other place of business, which it may be necessary or desirable for them to enter.

2. Open any box, carton, parcel, package or other receptacle, inspect the contents thereof, and, upon payment or tender of the market value, take samples of any product or material contained therein.

3. Inspect products and materials and collect and test samples of them.

**History:** 1989 a. 282.

**Cross-reference:** See also s. ATCP 21.02, Wis. adm code.

A warrantless inspection of a dairy farm under authority of sss. 93.08, 93.15 (2), 97.12 (1), and related administrative rules made without prior notice and without the owner being present was not unconstitutional. Because the administrative rules govern operations, equipment, and processes not typically conducted in residence areas, the rules and statutes sufficiently preclude making warrantless searches of residences. Lundeen v. Dept. of Agriculture, 189 Wis. 2d 255, 525 N.W.2d 758 (Ct. App. 1995).

This section authorizes the stop and search of vehicles transporting livestock in Wisconsin so long as certain constitutional safeguards are met. 77 Att'y Gen. 172.

93.09 **Standards and regulations.** (1) The department, after public hearing, may establish standards for the grade of food products and farm products and for receptacles therefor and may
prescribe regulations governing the marks or tags which may be required upon food products or farm products or upon receptacles therefor, for the purpose of showing the name, address or serial number of the person producing or marketing the product or receptacle, the grade of the product or receptacle, the quality, quantity, type, variety, size, weight, dimensions or shape of the product or the quality, type, size, weight, content, dimensions or shape of the receptacle.

(2) No standard or regulation under this section, which is repugnant to any requirement made mandatory under federal law, shall apply to products or receptacles which are being shipped from the state to interstate commerce.

(3) No standard shall apply to products or receptacles coming from outside the state but such products or receptacles may be required to be marked or tagged to indicate that they came from outside the state and to show any other fact regarding which marking or tagging may be required under this section; provided, that such products or receptacles, at the time when marking or tagging is required, have ceased to be in interstate commerce.

(4) No standard established under this section for the grade of any food product or farm product shall affect the right of any person to dispose of such product without conforming to the standard, but such person may be required to mark or tag such product, in such a manner as the department may direct, to indicate that it is not intended to be marketed as of a grade contained in the standard and to show any other fact regarding which marking or tagging may be required under this section.

(5) No standard or regulation shall be established or prescribed under this section which is in conflict with any standard or regulation contained in or heretofore promulgated under authority of any other statute of the state.

(6) No standard or regulation shall be established or prescribed by the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection under this section in any case where any other state department, commission or official has authority to establish such a standard or prescribe such a regulation, unless the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection establishes the standard or prescribes the regulation jointly with such other department, commission or official. No standard or regulation shall be established or prescribed by any other state department, commission or official in any case where the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection has authority to establish such a standard or prescribe such a regulation under this section, unless such other department, commission or official establishes the standard or prescribes the regulation jointly with the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection. The governor shall act as arbiter in case of disagreement or conflict of authority between the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection and any other state department, commission or official under this section.

(8) Whenever any standard or regulation under this section has become effective, no person marketing or having in his or her possession for commercial purposes any product or receptacle to which the standard is applicable shall represent such product or receptacle as being of a grade contained in the standard, when as a matter of fact such product or receptacle is below the requirements of such grade, shall not be a violation of this section, if the product or receptacle bears the official certificate of an inspector licensed under s. 93.11; provided, further, that possession, under this section, shall not include possession by a carrier or other bailee.

(9) (a) Whenever the department finds that any person marketing or having in his or her possession any product or receptacle to which the standard is applicable has intentionally violated sub. (8), the department, after opportunity for hearing has been given to that person, may, by special order, do any of the following:

1. Revoke the person's right to represent any product or receptacle to which the standard is applicable as being of any grade contained in the standard.

2. Require the person to mark or tag the product or receptacle as provided in sub. (4).

(b) The department may, without hearing, suspend the right described in par. (a) 1. for a period not exceeding 10 days, pending investigation.

(c) The department may restore the right to any person from whom it has been revoked if the person gives satisfactory evidence warranting restoration.

(10) Whenever any standard is established under this section the department, by regulation, may require any person marketing products or receptacles to which such standard is applicable to secure a permit and pay uniform fees to the department sufficient to cover the cost of the supervision of the grading and inspection provided for in this section.

93.10 Inspector's certificate. (1) The department, as a means of enforcing the standard for the grade of any food product or farm product or for any receptacle therefor, may, by general order after public hearing, require any such product or receptacle to bear the official certificate of an inspector licensed under s. 93.11.

(2) Whenever the department has required any product or receptacle to bear the official certificate of an inspector licensed under s. 93.11, no person marketing or having in his or her possession for commercial purposes any such product or receptacle shall remove, mutilate or alter the official certificate thereon or represent such product or receptacle, unless in a manner authorized by the department, as being of any grade other than the grade designated by the official certificate thereon, except as to products or receptacles included in s. 93.09 (2) and (3); and no person shall market or have in his or her possession for commercial purposes any such product or receptacle unless such product or receptacle bears the official certificate of an inspector licensed under s. 93.11, except as to products or receptacles included in s. 93.09 (2), (3) and (4); provided, that such a product or receptacle may be marketed or had in possession without an official certificate issued at the point of shipment if such product or receptacle is destined for shipment to a point in any state where the shipper or his or her agent has arranged for the issuance of an official certificate; provided, further, that possession under this section, shall not include possession by a carrier or other bailee.

93.11 Licensing of inspectors. (1) Except as provided in s. 93.135, the department, upon presentation of satisfactory evidence that the applicant is competent, may issue a license to any person to certify the grade of food products or farm products or of receptacles therefor, for which standards have become effective under s. 93.09. The purpose of such certification may be either to enforce the standard or merely to furnish to an interested party an official statement of the grade. A certificate issued under this section, unless superseded by a finding as provided in sub. (4), shall be accepted in any court of this state as prima facie evidence of the facts to which the certificate relates.
(2) Applications for a license, or any renewal of a license, shall be submitted on forms prescribed by the department and be accompanied by a fee of $25. All licenses, unless sooner rescinded or revoked, shall expire on September 30 of the 2nd year commencing after the date of issuance or renewal. As a condition to the issuance or renewal of a license, applicants shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the department their competency to act as an inspector by education, training, experience or examination as the department requires.

(3) The department may, by general order after public hearing, fix and cause to be collected a reasonable, uniform fee for certification where necessary for the adequate enforcement of an order issued under s. 93.10. The department shall fix and cause to be collected a reasonable, uniform fee for certification where the purpose of such certification is merely to furnish to an interested party an official statement of the grade.

(4) Any person affected by a certification made under this section may appeal to the department from such certification within a reasonable time to be prescribed in regulations issued by the department. The department shall thereupon make an investigation to determine the true grade of the product or receptacle and shall issue a finding thereof. Such a finding shall be accepted in any court of this state as prima facie evidence of the facts to which the finding relates.

(5) The department shall charge and collect a reasonable fee for any appeal taken under this section but shall refund such fee if the appeal is sustained.

(6) (a) The department, after opportunity for hearing has been given the licensee, may, by special order, revoke any license issued under this section, whenever the department finds any of the following:
   1. That the licensee is adjudicated incompetent.
   2. That the licensee has made material false statements in order to obtain a license.
   3. That the licensee has knowingly or carelessly issued any false or improper certificate of grade.
   4. That the licensee has accepted money or other consideration, directly or indirectly, as compensation for any neglect or improper performance of duty.
   5. That the licensee has violated chs. 93 to 100 or any regulation made under chs. 93 to 100.

   (b) The department may, without hearing, suspend a licensee’s right to act under this section for a period not exceeding 10 days, pending investigation.

   (c) The department may restore the license of any person whose license has been revoked under this subsection if the person gives satisfactory evidence warranting restoration.

(7) No person shall certify or attempt to certify that the grade of any food product or farm product or of any receptacle therefor conforms or does not conform to the standard established under this chapter to the purpose of such certification is merely to furnish to an interested party an official statement of the grade.

(8) Chapter 230 shall not apply to inspectors licensed under this section who receive no salary or are handled merely upon a fee basis.


93.135 License denial, nonrenewal, suspension or restriction based on failure to pay support, taxes, or unemployment insurance contributions.

(1) Except as provided in sub. (1m), the department shall require each applicant who is an individual to provide the department with the applicant’s social security number as a condition of issuing or renewing any of the following:

   (a) A license, certification, or permit under ch. 89.
(ag) A license under s. 93.11.

(am) A license under s. 93.35 (4).

(b) A license under s. 94.10 (2), (3) or (3g).

(bm) A license under s. 94.43, according to law.

(c) A registration under s. 94.50 (2).

(cm) A license under s. 94.64 (3).

(d) A license under s. 94.65 (2).

(dm) A license under s. 94.66 (2).

(e) A license under s. 94.68 (1).

(em) A license under s. 94.685.

(f) A license under s. 94.703.

(fm) A license under s. 94.704.

(g) A certification under s. 94.705.

(gm) A license under s. 94.72 (5).

(gs) A registration under s. 95.60.

(h) A license under s. 95.68 (2).

(hm) A license under s. 95.69 (2).

(i) A license under s. 95.71 (2).

(im) A license under s. 95.72 (2).

(j) A license under s. 97.17 (2).

 jm) A license under s. 97.175 (2).

(k) A license under s. 97.20 (2).

(km) A license under s. 97.21 (3).

(L) A license under s. 97.22 (2).

(m) A license under s. 97.27 (2).

(mm) A license under s. 97.29 (2).

(n) A license under s. 97.30 (2).

(nm) A certification under s. 97.33.

(nm) A license or registration certificate under s. 97.42 (2).

(nt) A license under s. 97.605 (1) or 97.67 (1) or (2m).

(p) A license under s. 98.145.

(pm) A license under s. 98.146.

(q) A license under s. 98.16 (2).

(qm) A license under s. 98.18 (1) (a).

(r) A license under s. 99.02 (1).

(rg) A certification or registration under s. 168.23 (3).

(rl) A license under s. 126.56.

(sm) A license under s. 126.26.

(sm) A license under s. 126.11.

(1m) (a) If an individual who applies for the issuance or renewal of a license, registration, registration certificate or certification specified in sub. (1) does not have a social security number, the department shall require the applicant, as a condition of issuing or renewing the license, registration, registration certificate or certification, to submit a statement made or subscribed under oath or affirmation that the applicant does not have a social security number. The statement shall be in the form prescribed by the department of children and families.

(b) A license, registration, registration certificate or certification specified in sub. (1) that is issued in reliance on a statement submitted under par. (a) is invalid if the statement is false.

(2) The department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection may not disclose any information received under sub. (1) to any person except to the department of children and families in accordance with a memorandum of understanding under s. 49.857.

(3) The department shall deny an application for the issuance or renewal of a license, registration, registration certificate or certification specified in sub. (1) or shall suspend or restrict a license, registration, registration certificate or certification specified in sub. (1) for failure to make court−ordered payments of child or family support, maintenance, birth expenses, medical expenses or other expenses related to the support of a child or a former spouse or failure to comply, after appropriate notice, with a subpoena or warrant issued by the department of children and families or a county child support agency under s. 59.53 (5) and relating to paternity or child support proceedings, as required in a memorandum of understanding under s. 49.857.

(4) The department shall deny an application for the issuance or renewal of certification or registration under s. 168.23 (3), or shall suspend or restrict such a certification or registration, if the department of revenue certifies under s. 73.0301 that the holder of the certification or registration is liable for delinquent taxes or if the department of workforce development certifies under s. 108.227 that the holder of the certification or registration is liable for delinquent unemployment insurance contributions.

(5) The department shall deny an application for an initial license, certification, or permit issued under s. 89.06, 89.072, 89.073, or, if applicable, an application for renewal of that license, certification, or permit or revoke a license, certification, or permit issued under s. 89.06, 89.072, or 89.073 to an individual for whom the department receives a record of a declaration under s. 54.25 (2) (c) 1. d. stating that the individual is incompetent to apply for or hold that license, certification, or permit.


93.14 Power to conduct hearings; secure evidence; witness fees. (1) The department or any of its authorized agents may, in relation to any matter within the department’s power, conduct hearings, administer oaths, issue subpoenas and take testimony.

(2) The witnesses and officers who subpoena them shall be entitled to the fees allowed in courts of record. Such fees shall be audited and paid by the state in the same manner as other expenses of the department are audited and paid. No witness subpoenaed at the instance of any party other than the department shall be entitled to payment of fees by the state, unless the department certifies that the testimony of such witness was material.

(3) Any person who shall unlawfully fail to attend as a witness or refuse to testify may be coerced as provided in s. 885.12.

(4) A record of all hearings shall be kept in the office of the department. All hearings shall be public.

93.15 Reports to department; inspections. (1) The department may, by general or special order, require persons engaged in business to file with the department, at such time and in such manner as the department may direct, sworn or unsworn reports or sworn or unsworn answers in writing to specific questions, as to any matter which the department may investigate.

(2) The department or any of its authorized agents may have access to and may copy any document, or any part thereof, which is in the possession or under the control of any person engaged in business, if such document, or such part thereof, is relevant to any matter which the department may investigate.

(3) No person shall refuse or fail to render any report or answer required under this section at such time and in such manner as the department may prescribe. No person shall refuse, neglect or fail to submit, for the purpose of inspection or copying, any document demanded under this section. No person shall willfully make any false entry or statement in any report or answer required or document demanded under this section. No person shall willfully fail to make full and true entries and statements in any report or answer required or document demanded under this section. No person shall, for the purpose of embarrassing the department in the conduct of any investigation, hearing or proceeding, remove out of the state or mutilate or alter any document. No person shall, except through judicial process, resist or obstruct any official or subordinate of the department in the exercise of the official’s or subordinate’s lawful authority.

History: 1993 a. 492.

A warrantless inspection of a dairy farm under authority of ss. 93.08, 93.15 (2), 97.12 (1), and related administrative rules made without prior notice and without the owner being present was not unconstitutional. Because the administrative rules govern operations, equipment, and processes not typically conducted in residential areas, the rules and statutes sufficiently preclude making warrantless searches of resi-
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93.16 Preliminary investigation. (1) The department may, at any time, conduct such preliminary investigation as is necessary and proper to determine whether a hearing or proceeding ought to be begun under the provisions of this chapter. (2) The authority contained in ss. 93.14 and 93.15 may be used in the conduct of such preliminary investigation.

93.17 Immunity; perjury. (1) Except as to a hearing or proceeding under s. 93.06 (3) or as to an investigation preliminary thereto, no person may be excused from testifying or rendering a report or answer or producing or submitting a document, in response to a demand made under s. 93.14 or 93.15, upon the ground or for the reason that the testimony or report or answer or document required of him or her may tend to incriminate him or her or subject him or her to a penalty or forfeiture; but no natural person may be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account of testifying or rendering a report or answer or producing or submitting a document, in response to a demand made under s. 93.14 or 93.15, and no testimony so given or report or answer so rendered or document so produced or submitted may be received against him or her in any criminal action, investigation or proceeding; provided, that no natural person so testifying may be exempt from prosecution and punishment for perjury committed by him or her in so testifying or for misrepresentation or concealment committed by him or her in so rendering a report or answer or so producing or submitting a document. (2) The immunity provided under sub. (1) is subject to the restrictions under s. 972.085.

History: 1989 a. 122.

93.18 Hearings; orders; service; procedure; revocation. (1) General orders, standards and regulations shall be adopted, amended and repealed as prescribed in ch. 227. (2) The department, in any matter relating to issuing, revoking or amending a special order relating to named persons, except as provided in sub. (3), shall serve upon the person complained against a complaint in the name of the department and a notice of a public hearing thereon to be held not sooner than 10 days after such service. The person complained against shall be entitled to be heard in person, or by agent or attorney and shall be entitled to process to compel the attendance of witnesses. (3) The department, after acting pursuant to s. 100.37 or 100.41 to 100.43 to order the sale or distribution of any substance, article, furnishing, fabric, product or related material ceased, shall give written notice of its finding to the manufacturer, seller or other person responsible for placing the item in the channels of trade in this state. After such notice no person may sell, remove or otherwise dispose of such item except as directed by the department. Any person affected by such notice may demand a prompt hearing to determine the validity of the department's findings. The hearing, if requested, shall be held as expeditiously as possible but not later than 30 days after notice. A request for hearing does not operate to stay enforcement of the order during the pendency of the hearing. The person petitioning for a hearing shall or otherwise dispose of such item except as directed by the department. Any person affected by such notice may demand a prompt hearing to determine the validity of the department’s findings. The hearing, if requested, shall be held as expeditiously as possible but not later than 30 days after notice. A request for hearing does not operate to stay enforcement of the order during the pendency of the hearing. The person petitioning for a hearing shall be entitled to the same rights specified under sub. (d). (4) The department shall serve a copy of any special order upon the person against whom the order is issued. (5) Complaint, notice, order or other process of the department may be served as may be a summons, and a subpoena as provided by s. 885.03, and either may be served by registered mail to an address furnished by the person or concern to either the department or the department of financial institutions. Service may be proved by affidavit. Service in any event may be also by registered mail addressed to the person or concern and proved by the post-office return receipt, in which case the time of service is the date borne by the receipt. (6) The testimony presented and the proceedings at hearings shall be taken by a stenographic reporter or otherwise recorded and when necessary shall be transcribed. The secretary shall make his or her findings and determination thereon. The department shall make rules of procedure and practice not inconsistent with any law governing such procedure or practice.


93.20 Enforcement costs. (1) Definition. In this section, “action” means an action that is commenced in court by, or on behalf of, the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection to enforce chs. 88, 89, 91 to 100, 126, 136, 344, 704, 707, or 846. (2) Enforcement costs order. If a court imposes costs under s. 814.04 or 937.06 against a defendant in an action, the court may order that defendant to reimburse the department for reasonable, documented enforcement costs incurred by the department to prepare and prosecute that action. The prosecutor shall present evidence of the enforcement costs and the defendant shall be given an opportunity to refute that evidence. If any court that a court orders a defendant to pay under this section may also be recovered by the department under s. 814.04 or 973.06, the department may recover that cost only under this section, but that cost is not limited to the amounts specified in s. 814.04 or 973.06.


93.21 Penalties. (1) Failing to furnish information. Any owner or manager of any creamery, cheese factory, butter factory, condensary or milk receiving plant, and any person dealing in or manufacturing dairy products, who fails to furnish the statement prescribed under s. 93.06 (2) to every person from whom milk is purchased or received, or who fails to comply with s. 93.07 (21), shall be fined not to exceed $200 or imprisoned in the county jail not to exceed 6 months or both. (2) Obstructing officers. Any person who obstructs or interferes with an officer or employee of the department in the performance of his or her duty or who refuses to permit access or sampling under s. 93.08: (a) May be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than 6 months or both. (b) In lieu of the penalty under par. (a), may be required to forfeit not more than $2,000. (3) Violation of order or regulation. Any person who violates s. 93.09 (8), 93.10 (2) or 93.11 (7), or who willfully violates or refuses, neglects or fails to obey any order or regulation of the department, shall be punished as in sub. (1). (4) Failure to obey orders. Any person who willfully violates s. 93.14 (3) or 93.15 (3), or who willfully violates or refuses, neglects or fails to obey any order issued under s. 93.06 (3), shall, for each offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year in the county jail or both. (5) Late filing fee. (a) In this subsection, “license” means a permit, certificate, registration, or license issued by the department under chs. 91 to 100, 126, or 173. (b) A person who files an application for the renewal or reissuance of a license after the license has expired shall pay, in addition to the fee for the license, an additional fee equal to 20 percent of the license fee or $5, whichever is greater. For purposes of this section, an application for a license shall not be considered an application for the renewal or reissuance of the license if the application is filed more than one year after the date of expiration of the original license. (6) Fraudulent use of official seals. Any person who falsifies, alters, forges, counterfeits or fraudulently issues or uses any official certificate, seal, stamp or mark of the department or any official sealing, stamping or marking device of the department: (a) May be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year in the county jail or both. (b) In lieu of the penalty under par. (a), may be required to forfeit not more than $10,000.

93.22 Enforcement provisions. (1) In cases arising under chs. 88, 89, and 93 to 100, the department may be represented by its attorney.

(2) The department may, with the approval of the governor, appoint special counsel to prosecute or assist in the prosecution of any case arising under chs. 88, 89, and 93 to 100. The cost of such special counsel shall be charged to the appropriation for the department.

(3) In any criminal or civil action under chs. 88, 89, and 93 to 100, any exception, exemption, proviso, excuse, or qualification contained in any of said chapters, or in any order, standard, or regulation thereunder, may be proved by the defendant, but need not be specified or negatived in the information or complaint, and, if so specified or negatived, no proof in relation to the matters so specified or negatived, shall be required of the plaintiff.

History: 1977 c. 29 s. 1655m (4); 1991 a. 309; 1993 a. 213; 2015 a. 55.

93.23 Local fairs. (1) STATE AID TO COUNTY FAIRS AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. State aid appropriated by s. 20.115 (4) (b) to counties and agricultural societies, associations or boards shall be paid subject to the following conditions:

(a) 1. To each county, and any organized agricultural society, association, or board in the state that complies with the requirements of this section, 95 percent of the first $8,000 paid in net premiums and 70 percent of all net premiums paid in excess of $8,000 at its annual fair upon livestock, articles of production, educational exhibits, agricultural implements and tools, domestic manufactures, mechanical implements, and productions, but not more than $10,000 per fair, subject to equitable prorating if the total amount due exceeds the amount available and to all of the following:

a. No single premium paid shall exceed the sum of $35 to a single person, or $75 for any town or other group premium.

b. No fair, association, or board shall receive state aid unless its premium list, entry fees, and charges conform to uniform premium lists and other rules established under subd. 2., both as to premiums offered, amounts to be paid, entry fees to be charged, and all other charges for exhibiting.

2. In order to have a more equitable distribution of state aid among fairs and to effect wider participation and interest by the public in exhibits, the department may prescribe uniform premium lists setting forth classes of exhibits which will be approved for the purposes of state aid, premium awards in such classes and entry qualifications, fees and charges for exhibitors. All fairs shall receive aid in the same manner, except that an entity operating a fair may impose restrictions on the total number of fairs at which an exhibitor may participate in order to be eligible for premium awards for exhibits at that fair.

(b) Except as provided in par. (c), state aid shall be paid on the premiums awarded at only one fair in each county. If the county conducts a fair such state aid shall be paid to the county. If the county does not conduct a fair such state aid shall be paid to the one society, board or association which conducts a fair and is designated by the county board.

(c) All societies, boards and associations which received state aid in 1980 shall continue to remain eligible therefor so long as they continue to operate a fair each year in conformity with the applicable law and the regulations.

(e) Not later than 30 days after the close of the fair each year the county clerk, or the person appointed to file the statements under this paragraph by the county board, agricultural society, association, or board claiming state aid, shall file with the department, on forms provided by the department, an itemized statement verified on oath, showing net premiums actually paid or to be paid at the preceding fair, which must correspond with uniform premium lists and other requirements under par. (a). The statement shall also include a statement that at the fair all gambling devices whatsoever, the sale of intoxicating liquors, excepting fermented malt beverages, as defined in s. 125.02 (6), and wine, as defined in s. 125.02 (22), and exhibitions of immoral character were prohibited and excluded from the fairgrounds and all adjacent grounds under the authority or control of the county board, agricultural society, association, or board claiming state aid. On or before the January 31 following the year in which the fair is held, the person filing the statements under this paragraph shall furnish the department a finance report of receipts and disbursements, attendance, and any other information that the department requires. Upon receipt of the required report, each fair shall be paid 100 percent, or the prorated percentage, of the aid due the preceding year.

(f) If it appears from such report, and the department is satisfied that such county agricultural fairs have been maintained pursuant to the rules and regulations prescribed by it, and that the premiums are the net amount actually paid or to be paid in cash to bona fide exhibitors, it shall provide the payment of state aid in favor of each such county agricultural society, association or board the amounts due under the provisions of par. (a). If it appears from any such report that any premiums have been paid to other than bona fide exhibitors, or that premiums have been paid or used in any way contrary to the intent of this subsection, then the department may withhold payment of such state aid until suitable adjustment is made.

(g) The department may visit and inspect, when necessary, the records, grounds, buildings, or other property of any society, association or board receiving state aid under this subsection, and it shall have access to the grounds, buildings, and records at all times.

(i) Incorporated dairy or livestock associations, upon substantial compliance with pars. (a) to (g), shall be entitled to the state aid therein provided for upon premiums paid for dairy products or livestock or upon articles pertaining to the production or manufacture of such products or the raising of such livestock, in any county in which no annual fair is held by any organized agricultural society, association, or board. State aid shall be paid to but one such dairy or livestock association in any one county. All moneys received by any such association shall be paid out by it for the premiums provided for in this subsection substantially as provided in sub. (2).

(2) USE OF FUNDS. Subject to sub. (1), all moneys received by any such association, society, association or board, either from the state or other source, after paying the necessary incidental expenses thereof, shall be paid out annually, by bank check or draft, in each individual case, for premiums awarded, in such sums as its bylaws, rules and regulations shall direct, on such live animals, articles of production, educational exhibits, agricultural implements and tools, domestic manufactures, mechanical implements and productions as are the growth of the district which such society, association or board represents, but livestock, the growth of any other county, state or country, may receive the same premiums as those which are the growth of the district where fair is located, should the society, association or board governing so decide. Provided, that moneys received by any such society, association or board from a source other than from the state, may be paid out for trials or exhibitions of speed, or other contests, for which published premiums have been offered.

(3) ENTRY FEE TO EXHIBIT MAY BE CHARGED. Any board, fair association, society or other agency conducting an agricultural fair or exhibition may charge an entry fee for each exhibit.

(4) POLICE POWER. A county agricultural society has full jurisdiction and control of the grounds on which the society may exhibit, and all the streets and alleys and other grounds adjacent to the grounds during exhibitions, so far as may be necessary to exclude from there all other exhibitions, booths, stands or other temporary places for the retail or sale of any kind of alcohol beverages or other articles that they deem objectionable. The president of any such society, or, in the president’s absence, any vice presi-
dent, may appoint necessary police officers to assist in preserving the peace and enforcing the regulations upon the ground and adja-
cent streets, who, for this purpose, shall have all the powers of a
constable and be entitled to similar fees.

(7) FALSE PREMIUM LIST OR STATEMENT. No officer of any orga-
nized agricultural society, association or board in this state, in pre-
tended compliance with sub. (1), shall willfully make or file any
false or fraudulent list or statement.

(8) PENALTIES. Any person violating this section may be fined
not more than $200 or imprisoned not more than 6 months or both.

93.30 World dairy expo. (1) The secretary shall approve
any plans for the expenditure of appropriations under s. 20.115 (4)
(e) to the World Dairy Expo, Inc., for activities that expand busi-
ness opportunities for the persons of the dairy industry that are
located in this state. Of the amounts appropriated under s. 20.115
(4) (e), $33,250 in each fiscal year may be expended only to the
extent that a county, city, village, or town pays to World Dairy
Expo, Inc., an amount that is not less than 50 percent of the depar-
tment’s payment.

(2) Any monies received by World Dairy Expo, Inc., under
this section shall be used only for the purposes described in sub.
(1).

(3) Not later than 30 days after the close of the exposition each
year World Dairy Expo, Inc., shall file with the department, on
forms provided by it, an itemized account verified on oath, show-
ing amounts actually paid or to be paid. The verified account shall
correspond with the plans approved by the secretary under sub.
(1). On or before December 31 of the year in which the exposition is
held, World Dairy Expo, Inc., shall furnish the department with a
statement of receipts and disbursements, attendance, and such
other information relating to the exposition as the department may
require. Upon receipt of such statement the department shall pay
World Dairy Expo, Inc., the aid due for the preceding year.

History: 1973 c. 333; 1975 c. 394 s. 8; Stats. 1975 s. 93.30; 1989 a. 31; 2001 a.
103.

93.31 Livestock breeders association. The secretary of the
Wisconsin livestock breeders association shall on and after
July 1 of each year make a report to the department, signed by the
president, treasurer, and secretary of the association, setting forth in
detail the receipts and disbursements of the association for the
preceding fiscal year in such form and detail together with such
other information as the department may require. On receipt of
such reports, if the department is satisfied that the business of the
association has been efficiently conducted during the preceding
fiscal year and in the interest of and for the promotion of the spe-
cial agricultural interests of the state and for the purpose for which
the association was organized and if the final statement shows that
all the receipts together with the state aid have been accounted for
and disbursed for the proper and necessary purposes of the associa-
tion, and in accordance with the laws of the state, then the depart-
ment shall file a certificate with the secretary of administration and
he or she shall pay to the treasurer of the association the amount of the appropriations made available for the association by s. 20.115 (4) (a) for the conduct of junior livestock shows and other livestock educational programs. The association may upon application to the state purchasing agent, upon such terms as he or she may require, obtain printing for the association under the state contract.

History: 1971 c. 125; 1975 c. 394 s. 25; Stats. 1975 s. 93.31; 1977 c. 29 s. 1650m

93.32 Agriculture in the classroom program. From the
appropriation account under s. 20.115 (4) (g), the department shall
provide grants to the organization that conducts an agriculture in
the classroom program in cooperation with the federal department of
agriculture to help teachers educate students about agriculture.

History: 2001 a. 16.

93.35 Weather modification. (1) DEFINITIONS. In this sec-
tion:

(b) “Operation” means the performance of any weather modi-
fication activity undertaken for the purpose of producing or
attempting to produce any form of modifying effect upon the
weather within a specified geographical area over a specified time
interval.

(c) “Weather modification” means any activity performed with
the intention of producing artificial changes in the composition, motions and resulting behavior of the atmosphere.

(2) WEATHER MODIFICATION LICENSE AND PERMIT REQUIRED.
No person may engage in weather modification activities without
obtaining a professional weather modification license under sub.
(4) and a weather modification operational permit under sub. (6).

(3) EXEMPTIONS. (a) A person may engage in the following
activities without obtaining a license and permit under this sec-
tion:

1. Activities for protection against fire, frost or fog.

2. Activities normally conducted for purposes other than
inducing, increasing, decreasing or preventing hail, precipitation
or tornadoes.

(b) The department may, by rule, exempt any other activities
under this subsection deemed necessary.

(c) Activities exempted under this subsection shall be con-
ducted so as not to interfere with authorized weather modification
operations.

(4) PROFESSIONAL WEATHER MODIFICATION LICENSE; FEES. (a)
The department shall prescribe by rule, the procedure and criteria
for issuance of professional weather modification licenses under
this section. The criteria shall be consistent with qualifications
recognized by national or international professional and scientific
associations concerned with weather modification and meteorol-
ogy and shall carry out the purposes of this section.

(b) A person may obtain a license under this subsection by
demonstrating to the satisfaction of the department, competence
necessary to engage in weather modification operations and pay-
ment of $100 for an annual license which expires on October 31
of each year. Renewal licenses are $20 annually. A renewal
license shall be issued in the same manner as an initial license.

(5) LICENSE SUSPENSION; REVOCATION; NONRENEWAL. The
department may suspend, revoke or refuse to renew a license for
any of the following reasons:

(a) Incompetency.

(b) Dishonest practice.

(c) False or fraudulent representation in obtaining a permit.

(d) Failure to comply with any of the provisions of this section
or any rules promulgated under this section.

(e) Aiding other persons to fail to comply with any of the provi-
sions of this section or any rules promulgated under this section.

(6) WEATHER MODIFICATION PERMIT; FEES; SCOPE. (a) The
department shall prescribe, by rule, the procedure and criteria for
issuance of weather modification permits under this section. The
criteria shall be designed to carry out the purposes of this section.

(b) An applicant for a permit shall file with the department an
application containing the following information:

1. Applicant’s name and address.

2. Name and address of the person on whose behalf the opera-
tion is to be conducted.

3. Indication that the applicant holds, or if the applicant is an
organization rather than an individual, demonstration that the
individual in control of the project holds a valid license issued
under sub. (4).
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4. Proof of financial responsibility under sub. (7).

5. A complete operational plan for the project including a specific statement of the nature and object of the plan, a map of the proposed operating area which specifies the primary target area and the area reasonably expected to be affected, a statement of the approximate time of the operation, a list of materials and methods to be used in conducting the operation, an emergency shutdown procedure which states conditions under which operations must be suspended because of possible danger to the public health, safety and welfare or to the environment.

6. Any other detailed information required by the department.

(c) The department shall give public notice by newspaper, radio or television announcement in the area of the state reasonably expected to be affected by operations conducted under a permit that it is considering an application for a permit, and hold a public hearing for the purpose of obtaining information from the public concerning the effects of issuing or refusing to issue the permit.

(d) The department may issue the operational permit if it determines that:

1. The applicant holds, or if the applicant is an organization rather than an individual, demonstrates that the individual in control of the project holds a valid professional weather modification license issued under sub. (4);  
2. The applicant has furnished proof of financial responsibility in accordance with sub. (7);  
3. The project is reasonably conceived to improve water quality or quantity, reduce losses from weather hazards, provide economic benefits to the people of this state, advance or enhance scientific knowledge or otherwise carry out the objectives and purposes of this section;  
4. The project is designed to include adequate safeguards to minimize possible damage to the public health, safety or welfare or to the environment;  
5. The project will not adversely affect another operation for which a permit has been issued;  
6. The applicant has complied with the permit fee requirement under par. (g); and  
7. The applicant has complied with and the project conforms to such other criteria for issuance of permits as have been established by rules and regulations of the department under this section.

(e) In order to carry out the objectives and purposes of this section, the department may condition and limit permits as to primary target area, time of the operation, materials and methods to be used in conducting the operation, emergency shutdown procedure and any other operational requirements as may be established by the department.

(f) The department shall issue only one permit at a time for operations in any geographic area if 2 or more operations conducted within the conditions and limits of the permits might adversely interfere with each other.

(g) The fee for each permit or renewal of a permit is $100, payable to the department prior to permit issuance or renewal. If the cost of the operation is more than $10,000 and the operation will be conducted under contract, the permit fee shall be equivalent to one percent of the value of the contract. If the operation will not be conducted under contract and is estimated, by the department, to cost more than $10,000, the permit fee shall be equivalent to one percent of the estimated costs.

(h) A separate permit is required for each operation. When an operation is conducted under contract, a permit is required for each separate contract. Each permit or renewal permit shall expire one year from the date of its issuance. The department may conditionally approve a project for a continuous time period in excess of one year’s duration. Permits for the operations must be renewed annually. In approving the renewal of a permit for a continuous program, the department shall review and approve the permittee’s operational record, and then may issue a renewal of the permit for the operation to continue.

(i) The permittee shall confine his or her activities within the limits specified in the permit, except to the extent that the limits are modified by the department. The permittee shall comply with any conditions of the permit as originally issued or as subsequently modified by the department.

(7) Proof of Financial Responsibility. Proof of financial responsibility is made by showing to the satisfaction of the department that the permittee has the ability to respond in damages to liability which might reasonably result from the operation for which the permit is sought. Proof of financial responsibility may, but shall not be required to, be shown by:

(a) Presentation to the department of proof of a prepaid non-cancelable insurance policy against liabilities in an amount set by the department; or

(b) Filing with the department a corporate surety bond, cash or negotiable securities in an amount approved by the department.

(8) Modification of Permit. (a) The department may revise the conditions and limits of a permit if:

1. The permittee is given notice and a reasonable opportunity for a hearing on the need for a revision; and

2. It appears to the department that a modification of the conditions and limits of a permit is necessary to protect the public health, safety and welfare or the environment.

(b) If it appears to the department that an emergency situation exists or is impending which could endanger the public health, safety or welfare or the environment, the department may, without prior notice or a hearing, immediately modify the conditions and limits of a permit, or order temporary suspension of the permit. The issuance of such an order shall include notice of a hearing to be held within 10 days thereafter on the question of permanently modifying the conditions and limits or continuing the suspension of the permit. Failure to comply with an order temporarily suspending an operation or modifying the conditions and limits of a permit shall be grounds for immediate revocation of the permit and of the license of the person controlling the operation.

(c) It shall be the responsibility of the permittee to notify the department of any emergency which can reasonably be foreseen, or of any existing emergency situations which might be caused or affected by the operation. Failure by the permittee to so notify the department of any existing emergency, or any impending emergency which should have been foreseen, may be grounds, at the discretion of the department, for revocation of the permit and of the license of the person controlling the operation.

(9) Suspension, Revocation, Refusal to Renew Permit. (a) The department may suspend or revoke a permit if it appears that the permittee no longer has the qualifications necessary for the issuance of an original permit or has violated any provision of this section or any of the rules and regulations issued under this section.

(b) The department may refuse to renew a permit if it appears from the operational records and reports of the permittee that an original permit would not be issuable for the operation, or if the permittee has violated any provision of this section or any of the rules and regulations issued under this section.

(10) Restoration of License or Permit. (a) At any time after the suspension or revocation of a license or permit under sub. (9) (a) the department may restore it to the licensee or permittee upon a finding that the requirements for issuance of an original license or permit have been met by the licensee or permittee.

(b) At any time after the refusal to renew a license or permit under sub. (9) (b) the department may renew it upon a finding that the requirements for issuance of an original license or permit have been met by the licensee or permittee.

(11) Decision Review. Any decision made by the department under this section is reviewable under ch. 227.
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(12) RECORDS AND REPORTS. (a) In order to aid in research and
development of weather modification and to aid in the protection of
the public health, safety and welfare and the environment, any
person conducting any weather modification in this state or else-
where by undertaking operations within this state shall keep
records and file reports at times and in the manner and form as may
be required by rules issued under this section.

(b) Record and report forms may be developed by the depart-
ment showing the method of weather modification employed in
the operation, the type of equipment used, the kind and amount of
each material used, the times and places the equipment was oper-
ated, the times when there was modifiable weather but the permit-
tee did not operate and the reasons for not operating, the name
and address of each individual, other than the licensee, who partici-
pates or assists in the operation, the manner in which operations
do not conform to the conditions and limits of the permit as estab-
lished under sub. (6) or as modified under sub. (8), weather obser-
vations and records specified by the department and any other
necessary data the department may, by rule, require.

(c) The records and reports which are in the custody of the
department and which have been filed with it under this section or
under the rules made under this section shall be kept open for pub-
lie examination as public documents.

(13) STATE IMMUNITY. Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to impose or accept any liability or responsibility by the
state, its agencies and the officers and employees of the state or its
agencies for any injury caused by any persons who conduct
weather modification operations.

(14) LIABILITY. (a) An operation conducted under the license
and permit requirements of this section is not an ultrahazardous or
an abnormally dangerous activity which makes the licensee or
permittee subject to liability without fault.

(b) Dissemination of materials and substances into the atmo-
sphere by a permittee acting within the conditions and limits of his
or her permit shall not give rise to the contention that the use of
the atmosphere constitutes trespass.

(c) Except as provided in pars. (a) and (b) and in sub. (13) noth-
ing in this section shall prevent any person adversely affected by
a weather modification operation from recovering damages
resulting from intentional harmful actions or negligent conduct by
a permittee.

(d) Failure to obtain a license and permit before conducting an
operation, or operational activities which knowingly constitute a
violation of the conditions or limits of a permit, shall constitute
gross negligence.

(e) The fact that a person holds a license or was issued a permit
under this section, or that the person has complied with the rules
made by the department under this section, is not admissible as a
defense in any legal action which may be brought against the
person.

(15) ENFORCEMENT; PENALTY. (a) Any person who violates
this section or any rules promulgated under this section shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than 6
months or both.

(b) The department may apply to a court of competent jurisdic-
tion for an injunction, either temporary or permanent, to restrain
violations of this section or rules promulgated under this section.


Cross-reference: See also s. ATCP 54.06, Wis. adm. code.

93.40 Dairy promotion. (1) DUTIES. The department shall:

(a) Promote the sale of Wisconsin dairy products.

(b) Stimulate, promote, advertise and publicize the dairy
industry in this state.

(c) Create an accurate national and international image of the
state dairy industry.

(d) Encourage all farmers and dairy businesses to participate
in available education programs.

(e) Encourage and cooperate with communities, groups and
individuals in the state in pursuing the dairy promotion objectives
of the department.

(f) Coordinate and stimulate the orderly and ecologically
sound development of the dairy industry throughout the state.

(g) Promote the growth of the dairy industry through research,
planning, and assistance, including grants and loans to dairy pro-
ducers and grants to persons operating processing plants.

(2) SALES. The department shall annually formulate a plan to
encourage the marketing of dairy products and the promotion of
the dairy industry of the state for the ensuing year, and shall imple-
ment the plan. The department shall cooperate with farmers, dairy
businesses and organizations to assure coordination with private
plans and programs.

(3) SERVICES. The department may:

(a) Collect and disseminate information as to the availability
and the economic and nutritional advantages of dairy products.

(b) Establish, manage and operate permanent or temporary
dairy promotion centers to be operated by the department in coop-
eration with the department of tourism, tourist information centers
along major highways into the state.

(c) Provide advice and service to persons or groups engaged
in the dairy industry.

(d) Conserve and improve the status and needs of the dairy
industry.

(4) ADVERTISING. The department shall plan and conduct
a program of advertising designed to promote the dairy industry.

Any contracts engaging a private agency to conduct an advertising
or promotion program under this subsection shall reserve to the
department the right to terminable the contract if the service is
unsatisfactory to the department. The department shall encourage
and coordinate the efforts of public and private organizations to
publicize the dairy industry. Any public or private organization
not organized or incorporated for profit may apply to the depart-
ment for advertising funds under this section. Prior to applying for
these funds, each prospective applicant shall submit a plan and
budget specifying the media to be used, the market to be
approached, the dairy product or component of the dairy industry
to be promoted and the applicant’s estimated expenditures and
receipts for the various projects within the plan. The department
may promulgate rules imposing additional requirements to ensure
that public funds are efficiently used to promote dairy products
and the dairy industry of this state.


Cross-reference: See also s. ATCP 161.20 and subch. IV of ch. ATCP 161, Wis.
adm. code.

93.41 Stray voltage. (1) The department shall participate in
the stray voltage program established under s. 196.857.

(2) The department shall develop informational and educa-
tional materials on stray voltage and provide those materials to the
public in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin–Exten-
sion and the technical college system board and shall study the
need for any other state action not in effect under this section or
s. 196.857 necessary to protect the public health and welfare from
the harmful effects of stray voltage.

(3) The department shall impose annual fees upon rural elec-
tric cooperatives organized under ch. 185. The amount of the fees
shall total the amount appropriated under s. 20.115 (3) (jm). The
fees received under this subsection shall be credited to the appro-
priation account under s. 20.115 (3) (jm).

HISTORY: 1987 a. 27; 399; 1991 a. 39; 1993 a. 16; 399; 1995 a. 27; 1997 a. 27; 2001
a. 103.

93.42 Center for international agribusiness marketing. The depart-
ment shall establish and operate a center for international
agribusiness marketing. The center shall promote the export of
this state’s agricultural and agribusiness products in foreign
markets by:
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(1) Assisting in the performance of market research and planning to identify international marketing opportunities for the state’s products and firms and providing technical assistance on international marketing to individual businesses.

(2) Organizing and participating in trade shows and trade missions to foreign markets.

(3) Coordinating federal, regional, state and local marketing information which may lead to export opportunities for the state’s products.

(4) Assisting persons considering direct investments, joint ventures, licensing or other business arrangements for the production of agribusiness products in this state.

(5) Cooperating with the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation in promoting the state’s products through the state’s foreign trade offices.

History: 1985 a. 58; 1995 a. 27 ss. 3566, 3566e, 9116 (5); 2011 a. 32; 2013 a. 166.

93.43 Veteran farmer assistance and outreach program; veteran farmer logotype. (1) VETERAN FARMER ASSISTANCE AND OUTREACH PROGRAM. (a) The department shall establish and implement a program to integrate veterans into the field of agriculture and support veterans currently working in agriculture. The department shall consult with the department of veterans affairs, the department of military affairs, and the federal department of agriculture in creating the program. The department shall consult with the department of corrections to identify and assist formerly incarcerated veterans under the program.

(b) The program created under this section shall include assisting veterans in rural and urban communities; providing employment, mentorship, and outreach opportunities; facilitating education opportunities, including through the University of Wisconsin System and the technical college system; providing advice, technical assistance, and training; connecting veterans with local, state, and federal resources; and creating an Internet site relating to the program.

(c) An immediate family member of a veteran under s. 45.01 (12) (g) to (i) shall be eligible to participate in the program created under this section.

(2) VETERAN FARMER LOGOTYPE. The department shall assist the department of veterans affairs in designing a logotype under s. 45.12 (2m). The department shall prohibit the use of the logotype by persons other than persons certified under s. 45.12 (2m) (a).

History: 2017 a. 121.

93.44 Commodity promotion. (1) The department shall initiate projects to promote commodities produced in this state.

(2) The department shall allow all products and commodities produced or manufactured in this state that meet the standards established by the department to be included in the department’s promotional campaign that uses the phrase “Something Special from Wisconsin”, which phrase is a certified mark that is registered under federal law. The department may establish standards to be used to prohibit or limit the use of the certified mark to preserve its marketing value and significance. The standards may prohibit or limit the use of the certified mark based upon the grade or quality of a product or commodity and the standards may prohibit the use of the certified mark by a product or commodity which imitates a product or commodity for which there is a standard of identity established under state or federal law.

(3) The department shall develop at least one slogan or logo, or both, for the promotion of Wisconsin agricultural products for display on signs placed by the department of transportation under s. 86.19 (1m).

(4) The department by rule may establish a fee for the use of the mark and any slogan or logo under this section. The fees shall be credited to the appropriation under s. 20.115 (3) (L).


93.45 Buy local, buy Wisconsin. The department shall conduct a program to increase awareness and consumption of locally produced foods and related products and to increase the production and improve the distribution of foods and related products for local consumption. In the program, the department shall emphasize the development of regional food and cultural tourism trails and the development of regional food systems through activities such as creating or expanding facilities for the processing and distribution of food for local consumption; creating or supporting networks of producers; and strengthening connections between producers, retailers, institutions, and consumers and nearby producers.

History: 2007 a. 20.

93.46 Agricultural diversification. (1) The department shall establish an agricultural diversification program and shall do all of the following:

(a) Conduct market research and develop long–range plans to determine potential for the production and marketing of agricultural crops and livestock.

(b) Provide assistance to individuals and organizations on marketing strategies, agricultural product processing and other matters related to agricultural diversification.

(c) Coordinate the agricultural diversification program with technical assistance programs of other agencies.

(d) Promote and assist the development and use of industrial and commercial products from agricultural commodities and from the production of these commodities, including all of the following:

1. Alternative fuels, including fuels that are considered to be renewable fuels under the renewable fuel program under 42 USC 7545 (o).


3. Electricity, including electricity that satisfies the requirements in s. 196.578 (2).

4. Marketable credits for reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, as defined in s. 285.78 (1) (c), derived from appropriate management practices used in the production of the agricultural commodity.

(1e) The department shall promote and assist the development and use of the products identified in sub. (1) (d) 1. to 4. in cooperation with and with the assistance of the department of natural resources and the University of Wisconsin–Extension.

(1m) (a) The department shall promote the development and growth of commercial aquaculture in this state by doing all of the following:

1. Providing advice, service and training to persons who are interested in the commercial aquaculture industry.

2. Coordinating the aquaculture activities of the department with the aquaculture activities of the department of natural resources and the University of Wisconsin System.

3. Conducting meetings on a quarterly basis between representatives of the department, the department of natural resources and the University of Wisconsin System to exchange information regarding the progress of their efforts to promote commercial aquaculture in this state.

(b) The department of natural resources shall assist persons in obtaining any license or approval required by any state or federal agency to conduct a commercial aquaculture operation.

(c) The University of Wisconsin System shall, in cooperation with the commercial aquaculture industry, conduct applied and on–site research, outreach activities and on–site demonstrations relating to commercial aquaculture in this state.

(2) (a) The department shall make agricultural and forestry research and development grants. The department may provide grants to fund demonstration projects, feasibility analyses and applied research directed toward new or alternative technologies.
and practices that will stimulate agricultural and forestry development and economic activity.

(b) The department may not award a grant under this subsection unless the grant is for a project conducted in this state that has at least one of the following purposes:

1. Creation of jobs in the agricultural industry.
2. New capital investment and expansion in the agricultural industry.
3. Agricultural product market development and expansion.
4. Diversification and expansion of the production, processing and distribution of agricultural products.
5. Commercial application of new technologies or practices related to agricultural products.

5m. Commercial application of new technologies or practices related to the production of alternative fuels, heat, or electricity from forestry products.

6. Increased use of surplus agricultural products.

7. Improvement of the competitive position of this state’s agricultural industry.

(c) The department may not fund any project under this subsection if the proposed length of the project exceeds 3 years. The total funding to a single project under this subsection may not exceed $50,000.

(dm) If the department receives an application under this subsection for a grant for a forestry-related project, analysis, or applied research, the department shall do all of the following:

1. Consult with the department of natural resources in evaluating the grant application.

2. If the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection awards the grant, require the grant recipient to coordinate its activities under the grant with any forestry-related programs identified by the department of natural resources in the consultation under subd. 1.

(e) The department may not make a grant under this subsection that exceeds 67 percent of project costs.

(b) The department may award a grant under this section for an ethanol production facility on which construction begins after July 27, 2005, unless a competitive bidding process is used that exceeds 67 percent of project costs. The department shall do all of the following in carrying out its responsibilities under par. (a):

1. Identify impediments to providing locally produced fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products, and other nutritious, locally produced foods in school breakfasts, lunches, and snacks; help children develop healthy eating habits; provide nutritional and agricultural education; and improve farmers’ incomes and direct access to markets.

2. Advise other state agencies and local agencies on actions to promote farm to school programs and coordinate the department’s activities under this subsection with related activities of other state agencies, including the department of public instruction and the department of health services, local agencies, and nonprofit organizations.

3. Promote communications between local farmers and schools and sales of food from local farmers to schools.

4. Conduct training and provide technical assistance for school food service personnel and managers, farmers, and food distributors and processors concerning farm to school programs and food safety and procurement.

5. Promote farm to school programs through a public education campaign.

6. Provide information on its Internet site concerning farm to school programs.

7. Consult with the farm to school council and other interested persons.

(3) Grant Program. (a) From the appropriation under s. 20.115 (4) (as), the department shall provide grants to school districts, in coordination with the department of public instruction, and to nonprofit organizations, farmers, and any other entities for the creation and expansion of farm to school programs. The department shall give preference to proposals that are innovative or that provide models that other school districts can adopt.

(b) The department may provide funding under this subsection for projects that do any of the following:

1. Create, expand, diversify, or promote production, processing, marketing, and distribution of food produced in this state for sale to schools in this state.

### 93.48 Buy local grant program.

(1) The department may award grants from the appropriation under s. 20.115 (4) (am) to individuals or organizations to fund projects that are designed to increase the sale of agricultural products grown in this state that are purchased in close proximity to where they are produced. The department may not award a grant under this section unless the applicant contributes matching funds equal to at least 50 percent of the costs of the project. The department shall promulgate rules for the program under this section.

(2) The department may make grants under this section for any of the following purposes:

(a) To create, promote, and support regional food and cultural tourism trails.

(b) To promote the development of regional food systems through activities such as creating or expanding facilities for the processing and distribution of food for local consumption; creating or supporting networks of producers; and strengthening connections between producers, retailers, institutions, and consumers and nearby producers.

### 93.49 Farm to school programs.

(1) Definition. In this section, “farm to school program” means a program to connect schools with nearby farms to provide children with locally produced fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products, and other nutritious, locally produced foods in school breakfasts, lunches, and snacks; help children develop healthy eating habits; provide nutritional and agricultural education; and improve farmers’ incomes and direct access to markets.

(2) Department responsibilities. (a) The department shall promote farm to school programs. The department shall encourage schools, as part of farm to school programs, to purchase food produced in this state and to provide nutritional and agricultural education, including farm visits, cooking demonstrations, and composting and gardening at schools.

(b) The department shall do all of the following in carrying out its responsibilities under par. (a):

1. Identify impediments to providing locally produced fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products, and other nutritious, locally produced foods in school breakfasts, lunches, and snacks and seek to reduce those impediments.

2. Advise other state agencies and local agencies on actions to promote farm to school programs and coordinate the department’s activities under this subsection with related activities of other state agencies, including the department of public instruction and the department of health services, local agencies, and nonprofit organizations.

3. Promote communications between local farmers and schools and sales of food from local farmers to schools.

4. Conduct training and provide technical assistance for school food service personnel and managers, farmers, and food distributors and processors concerning farm to school programs and food safety and procurement.

5. Promote farm to school programs through a public education campaign.

6. Provide information on its Internet site concerning farm to school programs.

7. Consult with the farm to school council and other interested persons.
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2. Create, expand, or renovate facilities, including purchases of equipment for the facilities, that would ensure the use of food produced in this state in schools in this state.

3. Provide, expand, or promote training for food service personnel, farmers, and distributors.

4. Provide, expand, or promote nutritional and agricultural education in the classroom.

(c) The department shall consult with the farm to school council and other interested persons to establish grant priorities for each fiscal year.

(4) RULES. The department shall promulgate rules for the administration of this section.

(5) REPORTS. At least annually, the farm to school council shall report to the legislature under s. 13.172 (2) and to the secretary on the needs and opportunities for farm to school programs.

93.50 Farm mediation and arbitration program.

(1) DEFINITIONS. In this section:

(a) “Action” means a court action involving a dispute described in sub. (3) (am) 2. to 6. in which at least one party is a farmer or a court action by a creditor against a farmer for payment of a debt; to enforce or foreclose a security interest, lien or mortgage; or to repossess or declare a creditor’s interest in real property. “Action” includes garnishment, replevin, execution of judgment, involuntary receivership and supplementary creditor’s proceedings.

(b) “Agricultural property” means real property that is used principally for farming, real property that is a farmer’s principal residence and any land contiguous to the residence, personal property that is used as security to finance farming or personal property that is used for farming.

(c) “Creditor” means any person who has a claim against agricultural property or against a farmer affecting the farmer’s agricultural property, whether the claim is matured or unmatured, liquidated or unliquidated, secured or unsecured, fixed or contingent. “Creditor” includes the county treasurer of a county in which at least one party is a farmer or a person having a dispute with a farmer who wishes to engage in mediation or arbitration without prejudice to the rights of any person. “Creditor” includes garnishment, replevin, execution of judgment, involuntary receivership and supplementary creditor’s proceedings.

(d) “Farmer” means a farmer, as defined in s. 102.04 (3), who owns or leases land that is agricultural property and whose gross sales of farm products for the preceding year equaled or exceeded the product of 2,088 multiplied by the federal minimum hourly wage under 29 USC 206 (a) 1., except that the department may waive the gross sales requirement if the department determines that extraordinary personal circumstances warrant waiver.

(e) “Farming” has the meaning given under s. 102.04 (3).

(f) “Livestock feeding contract” means an agreement between a farmer and another person under which one party cares for and feeds livestock owned by the other party.

(g) “Procurement contract” has the meaning given for “vegetable procurement contract” in s. 126.55 (15).

(2) MEDIATORS AND ARBITRATORS. (a) Selection of mediators. The department shall select as mediators persons who have the character and ability to serve as mediators and who have knowledge of financial or agricultural matters or of mediation processes. The department shall ensure that each mediator receives sufficient training in mediation processes, resolving conflicts, farm credit and other subjects to develop or maintain the skills necessary to perform his or her functions under this section.

(b) Compensation of mediators and arbitrators. Mediators and arbitrators shall be compensated for travel and other necessary expenses in amounts approved by the department.

(c) Immunity of mediators and arbitrators. Mediators and arbitrators are immune from civil liability for any act or omission within the scope of their performance of their powers and duties under this section.

(d) Forms and publicity. The department shall prepare all forms necessary for the administration of this section and shall ensure that forms are disseminated and that the availability of mediation and arbitration under this section is publicized.

(e) Exclusion from open records law. All mediators and arbitrators shall keep confidential all information and records obtained in conducting mediation and arbitration. The department shall keep confidential all information and records that may serve to identify any party to mediation and arbitration under this section, enter an order suspending the action.

(f) Order making. The department may promulgate rules necessary to implement this section. The department may promulgate rules defining owners and creditors of agriculturally related businesses and permitting owners and creditors of such businesses to participate in mediation and arbitration subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to farmers and creditors under this section.

(3) SUSPENSION OF COURT ACTION TO ALLOW FOR VOLUNTARY MEDIATION OR ARBITRATION.

(a) During the pendency of any action, the court may, upon the written stipulation of all parties to the action that they wish to engage in mediation or arbitration under this section, enter an order suspending the action.

(b) A suspension order under par. (a) suspends all orders and proceedings for the time period specified in the suspension order. In specifying the time period, the court shall exercise its discretion for the purpose of permitting the parties to engage in mediation or arbitration without prejudice to the rights of any person. The suspension order may include such other terms and conditions as the court may deem appropriate. The suspension order may be revoked upon motion of any person or upon motion of the court.

(c) If all parties to the action agree, by written stipulation, that all issues before the court are resolved by mediation or arbitration under this section, the court shall dismiss the action.

(d) If the parties do not agree under par. (c) or if the court revokes the suspension order under par. (b), the action shall proceed as if no mediation or arbitration had been attempted.

(3) MEDIATION PROCESS. (a) Participation in mediation. A farmer or a person having a dispute with a farmer who wishes to resolve a dispute between them, either before an action has been initiated to which they are parties or after entry of a suspension order in an action to which they are parties under sub. (2m), may participate in mediation under this section in accordance with this subsection if the dispute is of a kind specified in par. (am).

(b) Disputes that may be mediated. The following kinds of disputes may be mediated under this section:

1. A dispute between a farmer and a creditor involving the farmer’s agricultural property and the creditor’s claim affecting the agricultural property.

2. A dispute over a procurement contract.

3. A dispute over a livestock feeding contract.

4. A dispute in which one party alleges that an action by, or condition of the property of, the other party is a nuisance.

5. A dispute involving air, water or soil contamination or other environmental issues.
6. A kind of dispute specified as eligible for mediation by the department by rule.

7. A dispute that is not specified under subds. 1. to 6. if all of the parties to the dispute request mediation of the dispute.

(b) Request for mediation; agreement to mediate. To participate in mediation, the farmer or other party to a dispute described in par. (am) shall submit a request for mediation to the department on forms prepared by the department. The department may not proceed under this section until the farmer and the other party have submitted an agreement to mediate.

(e) Selection of mediator. If the department has obtained the agreement under par. (b), the farmer and the other party may request the department to provide the names, mailing addresses and qualifications of up to 3 mediators located in the geographical area in which the agricultural property or farmer is located. The parties shall select a mediator or, upon request of the parties, the department shall designate a mediator for the parties.

(f) Mediation. The function of the mediator is to encourage a voluntary settlement among the parties. The mediator may not compel a settlement. The mediator shall schedule meetings of the parties, direct the parties to prepare for the meetings, attempt to achieve a mediated resolution to the issues among the parties and, if the parties request, assist the parties in preparing a written agreement. All mediation meetings shall be held in this state and be conducted under the laws of this state.

(g) Effect of mediation. The parties may at any time withdraw from mediation. The parties have full responsibility for reaching and enforcing any agreement among them. A mediation agreement may include an agreement for the payment of property taxes, special assessments that have been settled in full by the county under s. 74.29, special charges or special taxes assessed against agricultural property that are subject to a tax certificate issued under s. 74.57 in installments, as long as the agreement is not inconsistent with county board policy. After the expiration of the time period specified in the suspension order under sub. (2m), the parties may no longer participate in the mediation process regarding the same subject matter under this section unless the parties and the mediator agree to continue the mediation.

(4) Arbitration process. (a) Disputes for arbitration. A party to a procurement contract that contains an agreement to submit contract disputes to arbitration wishing to resolve a dispute over the procurement contract or a farmer or creditor wishing to resolve a dispute between them involving the farmer’s agricultural property and the creditor’s interest in a mortgage, land contract, lien, security interest or judgment affecting the agricultural property, either before an action has been initiated to which they are parties or after entry of a suspension order in an action to which they are parties under sub. (2m), may participate in arbitration under this section in accordance with this subsection and subject to ch. 788.

(b) Request for arbitration; agreement to arbitrate. To participate in arbitration, the farmer and other party under par. (a) shall submit a request for arbitration to the department on a form prepared by the department. After receipt of the request, if the parties wish to proceed to arbitration under this subsection, the department shall require the parties to enter into an agreement to binding arbitration on a form prepared by the department.

(e) Selection of arbitrator. After the department has obtained the agreement under par. (b), the farmer and the other party may request the department to provide the names, mailing addresses and qualifications of up to 3 arbitrators located in the geographical area in which the agricultural property or farmer is located. The parties shall select an arbitrator or, upon request of the parties, the department shall designate an arbitrator for the parties.

(5) Other creditors. No delay. With respect to mediation or arbitration between parties before an action has been initiated to which they are parties, no agreement to mediate or to arbitrate, or the fact that mediation or arbitration is currently occurring, may have the effect of delaying, postponing or extending any time limits in any legal proceeding commenced to enforce a mortgage, land contract, lien, security interest or judgment commenced by a creditor other than the creditor or creditors participating in the mediation or arbitration.


Cross-reference: See also s. ATCP 162.01, Wis. adm. code.

93.51 Farmer assistance. (1) Definitions. In this section:

(a) “Farmer” has the meaning given in s. 93.50 (1) (d).

(b) “Farming” has the meaning given in s. 102.04 (3).

(2) Assistance program. (a) The department may provide consultation and assistance to distressed farmers, which may include but is not limited to providing employment and retraining counseling for farmers needing employment other than farming, operating a program in which volunteers advise or counsel farmers about financial matters and other concerns and operating a crisis hotline for farmers.

(b) The department may make grants to low-income farmers for the purpose of paying all or part of the tuition for a farmer who enrolls in a course on farm and business management techniques offered by a technical college.

(c) The department may promulgate rules necessary to implement this section.

(3) Advisors. (a) The department may select volunteers to provide advice and counseling services to distressed farmers. Advisors shall have expertise and experience in relevant areas of knowledge.

(b) The department shall provide any necessary training to advisors.

(c) Advisors shall be compensated for travel and other necessary expenses in amounts approved by the department.

(d) Advisors and the department shall keep confidential all information obtained in the process of providing advice or counseling, except for aggregate data compiled by the department at not less than a countywide level that does not contain any reference to the identity of any individual or individual farm. Any such confidential information contained in a record is not subject to the right of public inspection and copying under s. 19.35 (1). This paragraph does not apply to information relating to possible criminal misconduct.


93.52 Dairy farmer exit–entry program. The department shall administer a program to assist in the transfer of farm operations from persons exiting the dairy industry to persons wishing to enter the industry, including assistance in negotiating the financial and legal aspects of farm transfers. The department shall keep confidential information obtained under the program. Any such information contained in a record is not subject to the right of public inspection and copying under s. 19.35 (1).

History: 1997 a. 264.

93.53 Beginning farmer and farm asset owner tax credit eligibility. (1) Definitions. In this section:

(a) “Agricultural asset” means machinery, equipment, facilities, or livestock that is used in farming.

(b) “Beginning farmer” means an individual who meets the conditions specified in sub. (2).

(c) “Educational institution” means the Wisconsin Technical College System, the University of Wisconsin–Extension, the University of Wisconsin–Madison, or any other institution that is approved by the department under sub. (6) (a).

(d) “Established farmer” means a person who meets the conditions specified in sub. (3).

(e) “Farming” has the meaning given in section 464 (e) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code.
(f) “Financial management program” means a course in farm financial management that is offered by an educational institution.

(2) BEGINNING FARMER. An individual is a beginning farmer for the purposes of s. 71.07 (8r), 71.28 (8r), or 71.47 (8r) if, at the time that the individual submits an application under sub. (4), all of the following apply:

(a) The individual has a net worth of less than $200,000.

(b) The individual has farmed for fewer than 10 years out of the preceding 15 years.

(c) The individual has entered into a lease for a term of at least 3 years with an established farmer for the use of the established farmer’s agricultural assets by the beginning farmer.

(d) The individual uses the leased agricultural assets for farming.

(3) ESTABLISHED FARMER. A person is an established farmer for the purposes of s. 71.07 (8r), 71.28 (8r), or 71.47 (8r) if, at the time that the person submits an application under sub. (4), all of the following apply:

(a) The person has engaged in farming for a total of at least 10 years.

(b) The person owns agricultural assets.

(c) The person has entered into a lease for a term of at least 3 years with a beginning farmer for the use of the person’s agricultural assets by the beginning farmer.

(4) APPLICATIONS. (a) In order for an experienced farmer to claim the farm asset owner tax credit under s. 71.07 (8r) (b) 2., 71.28 (8r), or 71.47 (8r), the experienced farmer and the beginning farmer who is leasing agricultural assets from the experienced farmer shall each submit an application to the department.

(b) An established farmer shall include in the application under this subsection the established farmer’s name and address, information showing that the established farmer satisfies the conditions in specified in sub. (3), a description of the leased agricultural assets and their location, a copy of the lease, and any other information required by the department.

(c) A beginning farmer shall include all of the following in an application under this subsection:

1. The beginning farmer’s name and address.

2. Information showing that the beginning farmer satisfies the conditions in sub. (2).

3. A business plan that includes a current balance sheet and projected balance sheets for 3 years, cash flow statements, and income statements along with a detailed description of all significant accounting assumptions used in developing the financial projections.

4. A description of the beginning farmer’s education, training, and experience in the type of farming in which the beginning farmer uses the leased agricultural assets.

5. A copy of the beginning farmer’s completed federal profit or loss from farming form, schedule F, or other documentation approved by the department under sub. (6).

6. Any other information required by the department.

(d) If a beginning farmer wishes to claim the beginning farmer educational credit under s. 71.07 (8r) (b) 1., the beginning farmer shall also include in the application under this subsection a description of the financial management program completed by the beginning farmer and a statement of the amount that the beginning farmer paid the educational institution to enroll in the financial management program.

(5) EVALUATION AND CERTIFICATION. (a) The department shall review applications submitted under sub. (4) (a).

(b) The department shall provide an established farmer with a certificate of eligibility for the farm asset owner tax credit under s. 71.07 (8r) (b) 2., 71.28 (8r), or 71.47 (8r) if all of the following apply:

1. The established farmer’s application complies with sub. (4) (b).

2. The beginning farmer’s application complies with sub. (4) (c).

3. The department determines that the business plan submitted under sub. (4) (c) 3. and the education, training, or experience described under sub. (4) (c) 4. show that the beginning farmer has sufficient resources and education, training, or experience for the type of farming in which the beginning farmer uses the leased agricultural assets.

4. The department shall provide a beginning farmer with a certificate of eligibility for the beginning farmer educational credit under s. 71.07 (8r) (b) 1. if the department has issued a certificate of eligibility under par. (b) for the experienced farmer from whom the beginning farmer leases farm assets and the information provided under sub. (4) (d) shows that the beginning farmer has completed a financial management program.

(6) DEPARTMENT AUTHORITY. (a) The department may approve providers of courses in farm financial management for the purposes of the beginning farmer educational credit under s. 71.07 (8r) (b) 1.

(b) The department may approve alternative documentation for the purposes of sub. (4) (c) 5.

(c) The department may assist beginning farmers to develop business plans for the purposes of sub. (4) (c) 3. and may assist in the negotiation of leases of farm assets that may enable persons to qualify for tax credits under s. 71.07 (8r), 71.28 (8r), or 71.47 (8r).

History: 2009 a. 28.

93.535 Dairy manufacturing facility investment credit. (1) The department shall implement a program to certify taxpayers, including taxpayers who are members of dairy cooperatives, as eligible for the dairy manufacturing facility investment credit under ss. 71.07 (3p), 71.28 (3p), and 71.47 (3p).

(2) If the department certifies a taxpayer under sub. (1), the department shall determine the amount of credits to allocate to that taxpayer. The total amount of dairy manufacturing facility investment credits allocated to taxpayers in fiscal year 2007–08 may not exceed $600,000 and the total amount of dairy manufacturing facility investment credits allocated to taxpayers who are not members of dairy cooperatives in fiscal year 2008–09, and in each fiscal year thereafter, may not exceed $700,000. The total amount of dairy manufacturing facility investment credits allocated to taxpayers who are members of dairy cooperatives in fiscal year 2010–11, and in each fiscal year thereafter, may not exceed $700,000.

(3) The department shall inform the department of revenue of the department of revenue of every taxpayer certified under sub. (1) and the amount of credits allocated to the taxpayer.

(4) The department, in consultation with the department of revenue, shall promulgate rules to administer this section.

History: 2007 a. 20; 2009 a. 2; 2011 a. 32 s. 3369; Stats. 2011 s. 93.335.

Cross-reference: See also ch. ATCP 163. Wis. adm. code.

93.54 Food processing plant and food warehouse investment credit. (1) The department shall implement a program to certify taxpayers as eligible for the food processing plant and food warehouse investment credit under ss. 71.07 (3m), 71.28 (3m), and 71.47 (3m).

(2) If the department certifies a taxpayer under sub. (1), the department shall determine the amount of credits to allocate to that taxpayer. The total amount of food processing plant and food warehouse investment credits allocated to taxpayers in fiscal year 2009–10 may not exceed $600,000 and the total amount of food processing plant and food warehouse investment credits allocated to taxpayers in fiscal year 2010–11, and in each fiscal year thereafter, may not exceed $700,000.

(3) The department shall inform the department of revenue of every taxpayer certified under sub. (1) and the amount of credits allocated to the taxpayer.
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93.545 **Meat processing facility investment credit.**

(1) The department shall implement a program to certify taxpayers as eligible for the meat processing facility investment credit under ss. 71.07 (3r), 71.28 (3r), and 71.47 (3r).

(2) If the department certifies a taxpayer under sub. (1), the department shall determine the amount of credits to allocate to that taxpayer. The total amount of meat processing facility investment credits allocated to taxpayers in fiscal year 2009–10 may not exceed $300,000 and the total amount of meat processing facility investment credits allocated to taxpayers in fiscal year 2010–11, and in each fiscal year thereafter, may not exceed $700,000.

(3) The department shall inform the department of revenue of every taxpayer certified under sub. (1) and the amount of credits allocated to the taxpayer.

(4) The department, in consultation with the department of revenue, shall promulgate rules to administer this section.

---

93.547 **Woody biomass harvesting and processing credit.**

(1) The department shall implement a program to certify taxpayers as eligible for the woody biomass harvesting and processing credit under ss. 71.07 (3m), 71.28 (3m), and 71.47 (3rm).

(2) If the department certifies a taxpayer under sub. (1), the department shall determine the amount of credits to allocate to that taxpayer. The total amount of woody biomass harvesting and processing credits allocated to taxpayers in any fiscal year may not exceed $450,000 in tax credits to businesses that, individually, have no more than $5,000,000 in gross receipts from doing business in this state for the taxable year in which the credit is claimed.

(3) The department shall inform the department of revenue of every taxpayer certified under sub. (1) and the amount of credits allocated to the taxpayer.

(4) The department, in consultation with the department of revenue, shall promulgate rules to administer this section.

---

93.55 **Chemical and container collection grants.**

(1) **Definitions.** In this section:

(a) “Chemical” means a chemical, including a pesticide, that is used for agricultural purposes.

(b) “Pesticide” has the meaning given in s. 94.67 (25).

(2) **Collection grants.** The department may award a grant to a county for a chemical and container collection program. A grant under this subsection may not fund more than 75 percent of the cost of a program. Costs eligible for funding include the cost of establishing a collection site for chemicals and chemical containers, the cost of transporting chemical containers to a dealer or distributor for refill and reuse or to a hazardous waste facility, as defined in s. 291.01 (8), and costs associated with the proper use and handling and disposal or recycling of chemicals and chemical containers.

---

93.57 **Household hazardous waste.** The department shall administer a grant program to assist municipalities and regional planning commissions in creating and operating local programs for the collection and disposal of household hazardous waste. The department may also provide grants under this section for county, municipal, and regional planning commission programs to collect unwanted prescription drugs. The department may not make a grant under this section in an amount that exceeds 75 percent of the cost of a program. The department shall allocate two-thirds of the funds available from the appropriation account under s. 20.115 (7) (va) in each fiscal year for grants under this section.

---

93.59 **Producer led watershed protection grants.**

(1) The department shall make grants for nonpoint source pollution abatement activities conducted with the assistance of producer led groups that comply with sub. (2). The department shall make a grant directly to the producer led group, except that, if the group is not a legal entity, the department may only make the grant to a legal entity on behalf of the group.

(2) The department may provide a grant under sub. (1) if all of the following apply:

(a) The producer led group includes at least 5 agricultural producers each of whom operates an eligible farm, as defined in s. 91.86 (1), in one watershed. The group may include additional agricultural producers who are not required to be operators of eligible farms.

(b) The group is formed through a memorandum of understanding with the collaborating entity under par. (c).

(c) The group collaborates with at least one of the following:

1. The department.

2. The department of natural resources.

3. A county land conservation committee.

4. The University of Wisconsin–Extension or the Discovery Farms program of the University of Wisconsin–Extension.

5. A nonprofit conservation organization.

(d) The group assists agricultural producers in the watershed under par. (a) to voluntarily conduct nonpoint source water pollution abatement activities.

(e) The group contributes matching funds equal to at least 50 percent of eligible costs.

(3) A producer led group that receives, or on whose behalf a legal entity receives, a grant under this section shall annually file a report with the department describing the activities conducted with the grant and the impact of those activities on water quality in the watershed under sub. (2) (a).

(4) The department may promulgate rules that do all of the following:

(a) Define “legal entity” for the purposes of this section.

(b) Specify the application process for a grant under this section.

(c) Specify activities that may be conducted using a grant under this section.

(5) In any fiscal year, the department may not provide more than $40,000 to any single producer–led group or legal entity on behalf of the group.

---

93.70 **Conservation reserve enhancement program.**

(1) The department may expend funds from the appropriation account under s. 20.866 (2) (wf) to improve water quality, erosion control and wildlife habitat through participation by this state in the conservation reserve enhancement program as approved by the secretary of the federal department of agriculture under 16 USC 3834 (1) (4).

(2) The department may not make a payment under sub. (1) to a person whose name appears on the statewide support lien docket
under s. 49.854 (2) (b), unless the person provides to the department a payment agreement that has been approved by the county child support agency under s. 59.53 (5) and that is consistent with rules promulgated under s. 49.858 (2) (a).

History: 1999 a. 9; 2003 a. 33.
Cross-reference: See also ch. ATCP 52, Wis. adm. code.

93.73 Purchase of agricultural conservation easements. (1) LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS. The legislature finds all of the following:

(a) That the preservation of farmland is important for current and future agricultural production in this state, including the production of food and other products needed to sustain the life, health, and welfare of the people of this state.

(b) That the preservation of farmland is important for the current and future state economy and for the current and future environment of this state.

(c) That purchases of agricultural conservation easements, as provided in this section, serve important public purposes of statewide significance.

(1m) DEFINITIONS. In this section:

(a) “Agricultural conservation easement” means a conservation easement, as defined in s. 700.40 (1) (a), the purpose of which is to assure the availability of land for agricultural use.

(b) “Agricultural use” means any of the following:

1. Any of the following activities conducted for the purpose of producing an income or livelihood:
   a. Crop or forage production.
   b. Keeping livestock.
   c. Beekeeping.
   d. Nursery, sod, or Christmas tree production.
   e. Floriculture.
   f. Aquaculture.
   g. Fur farming.
   h. Forest management.
   i. Enrollment of land in a federal agricultural commodity payment program or a federal or state agricultural land conservation payment program.
   j. Any other use that the department, by rule, identifies as an agricultural use.

(c) “Cooperating entity” means a political subdivision or nonprofit conservation organization.

(d) “Fair market value” means value as determined by a professional appraisal that is approved by the department.

(dm) “Livestock” means bovine animals, equine animals, goats, poultry, sheep, swine, farm-raised deer, farm-raised game birds, camelids, raities, and farm-raised fish.

(e) “Nonprofit conservation organization” means a nonstock corporation, charitable trust, or other entity whose purposes include the acquisition of property for conservation or agricultural preservation purposes, that is described in section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, that is exempt from federal income tax under section 501 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code, and that is a qualified organization under section 170 (h) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

(f) “Political subdivision” means a city, village, town, or county.

(g) “Professional appraisal” means an appraisal conducted by a certified general appraiser, as defined in s. 458.01 (8).

(h) “Purchase cost” means the amount paid to a landowner to acquire an agricultural conservation easement from the landowner.

(i) “Transaction costs” means out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection with the acquisition, processing, recording, and documentation of an agricultural conservation easement, including out-of-pocket expenses for land surveys, land descriptions, real estate appraisals, title verification, preparation of legal documents, reconciliation of conflicting property interests, documentation of existing land uses, and closing. “Transaction costs” does not include costs incurred by a cooperating entity for staffing, overhead, or operations.

(2) PROGRAM. (a) The department shall administer a program under which it, together with cooperating entities, purchases agricultural conservation easements from willing landowners. The department may pay as its share of the cost to purchase an agricultural conservation easement under this section an amount that does not exceed the sum of the following:

1. Fifty percent of the fair market value of the agricultural conservation easement.

2. The reasonable transaction costs related to the purchase of the agricultural conservation easement.

(am) The willingness of a landowner to convey an agricultural conservation easement for less than full market value does not reduce the amount that the department may pay as its share of the cost to purchase the agricultural conservation easement.

(b) The department, after consultation with the council under sub. (13), shall solicit applications under sub. (9). The department shall issue each solicitation in writing and shall publish a notice announcing the solicitation. In soliciting applications, the department may specify the total amount of funds available, application deadlines, application requirements and procedures, preliminary criteria for evaluating applications, and other relevant information.

(3) APPLICATION. A cooperating entity may apply to participate in the program under this section by submitting an application that complies with requirements contained in the department’s solicitation under sub. (2) (b) and that contains all of the following:

(a) Identifying information for the cooperating entity, including information showing that the cooperating entity is a political subdivision or nonprofit conservation organization.

(b) A description of the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement, including location, acreage, and current use.

(c) The name and address of each owner of land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(d) Evidence that all of the owners under par. (c) are willing to convey the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(e) An indication that the cooperating entity is willing to arrange the purchase of the proposed agricultural conservation easement in accordance with this section and share in the purchase cost, subject to reimbursement under sub. (9) of the department’s agreed upon share of the costs.

(f) The purpose of and rationale for the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(g) Information needed to evaluate the application using the criteria in sub. (4) and in the department’s solicitation under sub. (2) (b).

(4) APPLICATION EVALUATION CRITERIA. The department may not approve an application under sub. (3) unless all of the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement is in a farmland preservation area, as defined in s. 91.01 (16), and the department determines that purchase of the proposed agricultural conservation easement will serve a public purpose. In making this determination, the department shall consider all of the following criteria:

(a) The value of the proposed agricultural conservation easement in preserving or enhancing agricultural production capacity in this state.

(b) The importance of the proposed agricultural conservation easement in protecting or enhancing the waters of the state or in protecting or enhancing other public assets.

(c) The extent to which the proposed agricultural conservation easement would conserve important or unique agricultural resources.

(d) The public benefit of the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(e) The public benefit of the land and its uses to the state.

(f) The purpose of and rationale for the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(g) The value of the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(h) The willingness of a landowner to convey an agricultural conservation easement for less than full market value.

(4m) CLOSING AND RECORDING. The department shall arrange the purchase of the proposed agricultural conservation easement in accordance with this section and share in the purchase cost, subject to reimbursement under sub. (9) of the department’s agreed upon share of the costs.

(5) REIMBURSEMENT. The department shall reimburse the cooperating entity for the following:

(a) The transaction costs incurred by the cooperating entity.

(b) The reasonable transaction costs related to the purchase of the agricultural conservation easement.

(6) REPORT. The department shall annually report to the legislature on the activities of the department under this section.
resources, such as prime soils and soil resources that are of statewide importance or are unique.

(d) The extent to which the proposed agricultural conservation easement would be consistent with local land use plans and zoning ordinances, including any certified farmland preservation plans and zoning ordinances under ch. 91.

(e) The extent to which the proposed agricultural conservation easement would enhance an agricultural enterprise area designated under s. 91.84.

(f) The availability, practicality, and effectiveness of other methods to preserve the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(g) The proximity of the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement to other land that is protected for agricultural use or conservation use and the extent to which the proposed agricultural conservation easement would enhance that protection.

(i) The likely cost-effectiveness of the proposed agricultural conservation easement in preserving land for agricultural use.

(j) The likelihood that the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement would be converted to nonagricultural use if the land is not protected by the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(k) The apparent willingness of each landowner to convey the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(5) PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS. The department may give preliminary approval to an application under sub. (3) after evaluating the application under sub. (4) and consulting with the council under sub. (13). The department shall give its preliminary approval in writing. Approval of an application is contingent on the signing of a contract under sub. (6m).

(6) INFORMATION RELATED TO PROPOSED EASEMENT. A cooperating entity that receives a preliminary approval under sub. (5) shall submit all of the following to the department:

(a) A copy of the proposed instrument for conveying the agricultural conservation easement.

(b) A professional appraisal of the proposed agricultural conservation easement, other than an appraisal obtained by an owner of the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(c) A statement of the purchase cost of the agricultural conservation easement.

(d) An estimate of the transaction costs that the cooperating entity will incur in connection with the purchase of the proposed agricultural conservation easement.

(e) The record of a complete search of title records that verifies ownership of the land that would be subject to the proposed agricultural conservation easement and identifies any potentially conflicting property interests, including any liens, mortgages, easements, or reservations of mineral rights.

(f) Documentation showing to the satisfaction of the department that any material title defects will be eliminated and any materially conflicting property interests will be subordinated to the proposed agricultural conservation easement or eliminated.

(6d) SECOND APPRAISAL. The department shall obtain its own independent appraisal of a proposed agricultural conservation easement for which the department has given preliminary approval under sub. (5) if the fair market value of the proposed agricultural conservation easement is estimated by the department to be more than $350,000.

(6h) REVIEW BY JOINT COMMITTEE ON FINANCE. The department may not enter into a contract under sub. (6m) with respect to the purchase of a proposed conservation easement if the department’s share of the purchase costs and transaction costs would exceed $750,000 unless it first notifies the joint committee on finance in writing of the proposal. If the cochairpersons of the committee do not notify the department within 14 working days after the date of the department’s notification that the committee has scheduled a meeting to review the proposal, the department may enter into the contract. If, within 14 working days after the date of the notification by the department, the cochairpersons of the committee notify the department that the committee has scheduled a meeting to review the proposal, the department may enter into the contract only upon approval of the committee. A proposal as submitted by the department is approved unless a majority of the members of the committee who attend the meeting to review the proposal vote to modify or deny the proposal.

(6m) CONTRACT WITH COOPERATING ENTITY. Subject to subs. (6d) and (6h), after a cooperating entity complies with sub. (6) and the department determines that the proposed instrument of conveyance complies with sub. (7), the department and the cooperating entity may enter into a written contract that specifies the terms and conditions of the department’s participation in the purchase of the proposed agricultural conservation easement. The cooperating entity shall agree to pay the full purchase cost and the transaction costs related to the purchase of the proposed agricultural conservation easement, subject to reimbursement under sub. (9) of the department’s agreed upon share of the costs.

(7) PURCHASE OF EASEMENT. After a cooperating entity has entered into a contract under sub. (6m), the cooperating entity must, in accordance with the contract, purchase the agricultural conservation easement on behalf of the cooperating entity and the department if the agricultural conservation easement does all of the following:

(a) Prohibits the land subject to the agricultural conservation easement from being developed for a use that would make the land unavailable or unsuitable for agricultural use.

(b) Continues in perpetuity.

(c) Provides that the cooperating entity and the department, on behalf of this state, are both holders of the agricultural conservation easement.

(d) Prohibits any holder of the agricultural conservation easement other than the department from transferring or relinquishing the holder’s interest without 60 days’ prior notice to the department.

(e) Complies with any other conditions specified in the contract under sub. (6m).

(8) ACCEPTANCE AND RECORDING OF EASEMENT. A cooperating entity that purchases an agricultural conservation easement under sub. (7) shall submit the agricultural conservation easement to the department for its acceptance. Upon acceptance by the department, the cooperating entity shall promptly record the agricultural conservation easement and acceptance with the register of deeds of the county in which the land subject to the agricultural conservation easement is located and shall provide to the department a copy of the recorded instrument conveying the agricultural conservation easement, certified by the register of deeds under s. 59.43 (1e) (i).

(9) PAYMENT. The department shall reimburse a cooperating entity for the department’s agreed upon portion of the purchase cost and transaction costs related to the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement after the cooperating entity does all of the following:

(a) Complies with sub. (8).

(b) Submits documentation showing that any material title defects have been eliminated and any materially conflicting property interests have been eliminated or subordinated to the agricultural conservation easement, as required by the contract under sub. (6m).

(c) Submits proof of the amount of the purchase cost and transaction costs that the cooperating entity has paid, consistent with the contract under sub. (6m).

(10) TRANSFER OR RELINQUISHMENT OF HOLDER’S INTEREST. The transfer or relinquishment of another holder’s interest does not affect the department’s interest in an agricultural conservation easement.
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(11) ENFORCEMENT OF EASEMENT. The department or any other holder of an agricultural conservation easement purchased under this section may enforce and defend the agricultural conservation easement.

(12) RECORD OF EASEMENTS. The department shall maintain a record of all agricultural conservation easements purchased under this section.

(13) COUNCIL. The department shall appoint a council under s. 15.04 (1) (c) to advise the department on the administration of this section.

(14) RULES. The department shall promulgate a rule, consistent with sub. (1m), relating to allowable transaction costs for the program under this section.

History: 2009 a 28, 2011 a 32; 2015 a 196.

93.80 Arsenic in wood. The department, jointly with the department of safety and professional services, shall review scientific evidence to determine whether there is a substantial likelihood that wood treated with copper, chromium, and arsenic is harmful to the environment or to human health.


93.90 Livestock facility siting and expansion. (1) This section is an enactment of statewide concern for the purpose of providing uniform regulation of livestock facilities.

(1m) DEFINITIONS. In this section:

(a) “Animal unit” has the meaning given in s. NR 243.03 (3), Wis. Adm. Code.

NOTE: The definition of “animal unit” at NR 243.03 (3), Wis. Adm. Code, was repealed and a definition of “animal unit” was recreated at NR 243.03 (5) by CR 07-075.

(b) “Application for approval” means an application for approval of a livestock facility siting or expansion.

(c) “Board” means the livestock facility review board.

(d) “Expansion” means an increase in the number of animals fed, confined, maintained, or stabled.

(e) “Livestock facility” means a feedlot or facility, other than a pasture, where animals used in the production of food, fiber, or other animal products are or will be fed, confined, maintained, or stabled for a total of 45 days or more in any 12-month period.

Livestock facility does not include an aquaculture facility.

(f) “Political subdivision” means a city, village, town, or county.

(2) DEPARTMENT DUTIES. (a) For the purposes of this section, the department shall promulgate rules specifying standards for siting and expanding livestock facilities. In promulgating the rules, the department may incorporate by cross-reference provisions contained in rules promulgated under ss. 92.05 (3) (c) and (k), 92.14 (8), 92.16, and 281.16 (3) and ch. 283. The department may not promulgate rules under this paragraph that conflict with rules promulgated under s. 92.05 (3) (c) or (k), 92.14 (8), 92.16, or 281.16 (3) or ch. 283.

(b) In promulgating rules under par. (a), the department shall consider whether the proposed standards, other than those incorporated by cross-reference, are all of the following:

1. Protective of public health or safety.

2. Practical and workable.

3. Cost-effective.

4. Objective.

5. Based on available scientific information that has been subject to peer review.

6. Designed to promote the growth and viability of animal agriculture in this state.

7. Designed to balance the economic viability of farm operations with protecting natural resources and other community interests.

8. Usable by officials of political subdivisions.

(c) The department shall review rules promulgated under par. (a) at least once every 4 years.

(d) The secretary shall appoint a committee of experts to advise the department on the promulgation of the rules under par. (a) and on the review of rules under par. (c).

(e) In addition to the rules under par. (a), the department shall promulgate rules that do all of the following:

1. Specify the information and documentation that must be provided in an application for approval in order to demonstrate that a livestock facility siting or expansion complies with applicable state standards under sub. (2) (a).

2. Specify the information and documentation that must be included in a record of decision making under sub. (4) (b).

(3) POLITICAL SUBDIVISION AUTHORITY. (a) Notwithstanding ss. 33.455, 59.03 (2) (a), 59.69, 60.10 (2) (i), 60.61, 60.62, 61.34 (1), 61.35, 62.11 (5), 62.23, 66.0415, 92.07 (2), 92.11, and 92.15 (3) (a), a political subdivision may not disapprove or prohibit a livestock facility siting or expansion unless at least one of the following applies:

1. The site is located in a zoning district that is not an agricultural zoning district.

2. The site is located in an agricultural zoning district in which the proposed new or expanded livestock facility is prohibited, subject to pars. (b) and (c).

3. The proposed new or expanded livestock facility violates an ordinance adopted under s. 59.692, 59.693, 60.627, 61.351, 61.353, 61.354, 62.231, 62.233, 62.234, or 87.30.

4. The proposed new or expanded livestock facility violates a building, electrical, or plumbing code that is consistent with the state building, electrical, or plumbing code for that type of facility.

5. The proposed new or expanded livestock facility will have 500 or more animal units and violates a state standard under sub. (2) (a).

(4) RULES. (a) The department or any political subdivision may promulgate rules that do all of the following:

1. A new or expanded livestock facility that will have 500 or more animal units.

2. A new or expanded livestock facility will have 500 or more animal units but will violate a requirement that is more stringent than the state standards under sub. (2) (a) if the political subdivision does all of the following:

a. Adopts the requirement by ordinance before the applicant files the application for approval.

b. Bases the requirement on reasonable and scientifically defensible findings of fact, adopted by the political subdivision, that clearly show that the requirement is necessary to protect public health or safety.

3. The proposed new or expanded livestock facility will have fewer than 500 animal units but will exceed a size threshold for requiring a special exception or conditional use permit that was incorporated into the political subdivision’s ordinances before July 19, 2003, and the proposed new or expanded livestock facility violates a state standard under sub. (2) (a).

4. The proposed new or expanded livestock facility will have fewer than 500 animal units but will exceed a size threshold for requiring a special exception or conditional use permit that was incorporated into the political subdivision’s ordinances before July 19, 2003, and the proposed new or expanded livestock facility violates a requirement that is more stringent than the state standards under sub. (2) (a) if the political subdivision does all of the following:

a. Adopts the requirement by ordinance before the applicant files the application for approval.

b. Bases the requirement on reasonable and scientifically defensible findings of fact, adopted by the political subdivision, that clearly show that the requirement is necessary to protect public health or safety.

5. (ae) A political subdivision that requires a special exception or conditional use permit for the siting or expansion of any of the following livestock facilities shall require compliance with the applicable state standards under sub. (2) (a) as a condition of issuing the special exception or conditional use permit:

1. A new or expanded livestock facility that will have 500 or more animal units.
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2. A new or expanded livestock facility that will have fewer than 500 animal units but that will exceed a size threshold for requiring a special exception or conditional use permit was incorporated into the political subdivision’s ordinances before July 19, 2003.

(a) Notwithstanding par. (ae), a political subdivision may apply to a new or expanded livestock facility described in par. (ae) 1. or 2., as a condition of issuing a special exception or conditional use permit, a setback requirement that is less stringent than a setback requirement under sub. (2) (a) if the setback requirement is incorporated in the political subdivision’s ordinances as a numerical standard.

(b) Notwithstanding par. (ae) a political subdivision may apply to a new or expanded livestock facility described in par. (ae) 1. or 2., as a condition of issuing a special exception or conditional use permit, a requirement that is more stringent than the state standards under sub. (2) (a) if the political subdivision does all of the following:

1. Adopts the requirement by ordinance before the applicant files the application for approval.

2. Bases the requirement on reasonable and scientifically defensible findings of fact, adopted by the political subdivision, that clearly show that the requirement is necessary to protect public health or safety.

(c) Notwithstanding ss. 59.69, 60.61, 60.62, 61.35, and 62.23, a political subdivision may not prohibit a type of livestock facility in an agricultural zoning district based on number of animal units if livestock facilities of that type with fewer animal units are allowed in that zoning district, unless the political subdivision also has an agricultural zoning district in which livestock facilities of that type are permitted or conditional uses without respect to number of animal units.

(d) Notwithstanding ss. 59.69, 60.61, 60.62, 61.35, and 62.23, a political subdivision may not enact or enforce a zoning ordinance with a category of agricultural district in which livestock facilities are prohibited unless the political subdivision bases that prohibition on reasonable and scientifically defensible findings of fact, adopted by the political subdivision, that clearly show that the prohibition is necessary to protect public health or safety.

(e) Notwithstanding ss. 92.15 (4) and 281.16 (3) (e), a political subdivision that requires compliance with state standards under sub. (2) (a) as a condition of issuing a special exception or conditional use permit for an expanded livestock facility is not required to determine that cost–sharing is available to the operator of the livestock facility for facilities or practices needed to comply with those standards if the livestock facility will have 500 or more animal units.

(f) A political subdivision may not enact a requirement that a person obtain a special exception or conditional use permit for the expansion of a livestock facility that exists when the requirement takes effect, except that a political subdivision may enact a requirement that a person obtain a special exception or conditional use permit for the expansion of a livestock facility that exists when the requirement takes effect if the requirement applies only when the number of animal units that the livestock facility will have after expansion will exceed by more than 20 percent the largest number of animal units that were at the livestock facility for at least 90 days in the 12–month period before the requirement takes effect.

(g) For the purposes of this subsection, the number of animal units that a livestock facility will have is the largest number of animal units that will be fed, confined, maintained, or stabled at the livestock facility on at least 90 days in any 12–month period.

4. (a) No later than 45 days after a political subdivision receives an application for approval, the political subdivision shall notify the applicant whether the application for approval is complete and, if it is not complete, what information is needed to complete the application for approval. As soon as the applicant has provided all of the required information, the political subdivision shall notify the applicant that the application for approval is complete.

(b) A political subdivision shall make a record of its decision making on an application for approval, including a recording of any public hearing, copies of documents submitted at any public hearing, and copies of any other documents provided to the political subdivision in connection with the application for approval.

(c) A political subdivision shall base its decision on an application for approval on written findings of fact that are supported by the evidence in the record under par. (b).

(d) Except as provided in par. (e), a political subdivision shall approve or disapprove an application for approval no more than 90 days after the day on which it notifies the applicant that the application for approval is complete. If an applicant complies with the rules promulgated under sub. (2) (e) 1. and the information and documentation provided by the applicant is sufficient to establish, without considering any other information or documentation, that the application complies with applicable requirements for approval, the political subdivision shall approve the application unless the political subdivision finds, based on other clear and convincing information or documentation in the record, that the application does not comply with applicable requirements.

(e) A political subdivision may extend the time limit in par. (d) if the political subdivision needs additional information to determine whether to approve or deny the application for approval, if the applicant makes a material modification to the application for approval, or for other good cause specified in writing by the political subdivision.

5. (a) In this subsection “aggrieved person” means a person who applied to a political subdivision for approval of a livestock facility siting or expansion, a person who lives within 2 miles of a livestock facility that is proposed to be sited or expanded, or a person who owns land within 2 miles of a livestock facility that is proposed to be sited or expanded.

(b) An aggrieved person may challenge the decision of a political subdivision on an application for approval on the grounds that the political subdivision incorrectly applied the state standards under sub. (2) (a) that are applicable to the livestock facility siting or expansion or violated sub. (3), by requesting the board to review the decision. An aggrieved person is not required to exhaust the political subdivision’s administrative remedies before requesting review by the board. An aggrieved person shall request a review under this paragraph within 30 days after the political subdivision approves or disapproves the application for approval or, if the aggrieved person chooses to exhaust the political subdivision’s administrative remedies, within 30 days after the final decision in the political subdivision’s administrative review process.

(c) Upon receiving the certified copy of the record under par. (bm), the board shall determine whether the challenge is valid. The board shall make its decision without deference to the decision of the political subdivision and shall base its decision only on the evidence in the record under sub. (4) (b). In a case that involves the application of requirements related to water quality, the board shall consult with the department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection or with the department of natural resources concerning the application of the requirements related to water quality. The board shall make its decision within 60 days after the day on which it receives the certified copy of the record under par. (bm), except that the board may extend this time limit for good cause specified in writing by the board.

(d) If the board determines that a challenge is valid, the board shall reverse the decision of the political subdivision. The deci-
sion of the board is binding on the political subdivision, subject to par. (e). If a political subdivision fails to comply with a decision of the board that has not been appealed under par. (e), an aggrieved person may bring an action to enforce the decision.

(e) An aggrieved person or the political subdivision may appeal the decision of the board to circuit court. The filing of an appeal does not in itself stay the effect of a decision of the board.

(f) A circuit court to which a decision of the board is appealed under par. (e) shall review the decision of the board based on the evidence in the record under sub. (4) (b).


Cross-reference: See also ch. ATCP 51, Wis. adm. code.

The Livestock Facility Siting Review Board may reverse individual improper conditions under sub. (5) without reversing a siting or expansion approval in whole, at least in the absence of an argument by the approving municipality or other interested party that the defective conditions could be replaced with proper conditions. Adams v. State, 2010 WI App 88, 327 Wis. 2d 676, 787 N.W.2d 941, 09−0608. Affirmed. 2012 WI 85, 342 Wis. 2d 444, 820 N.W.2d 404, 09−0608.

By requiring the promulgation of state standards for livestock facility siting, the legislature expressly withdrew, with limited exceptions, the power of political subdivisions to enforce varied and inconsistent livestock facility siting standards, to disapprove livestock facility siting permits, and to condition the grant of a livestock facility siting permit on any requirement other than the state standards. Adams v. State of Wisconsin, 2012 WI 85, 342 Wis. 2d 444, 820 N.W.2d 404, 09−0608.